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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rehearsals of four outstanding choral conductors were examined to isolate techniques 

used and time spent in developing choral tone. Participants included four collegiate choral 

conductors who have been identified as experts in the field of choral music as evidenced by 

national and international acclaim. Video data were collected over the course of two semesters in 

three distinct settings: a state level honor choir, a collegiate choir, and a community choir. Two 

hours of unscripted rehearsals in each setting were recorded, and video footage was edited into 

five-minute rehearsal segments. Observed rehearsal behaviors were coded into three categories 

of tone building technique: verbal, nonverbal and vocal model. Video data were analyzed using 

SCRIBE observation software (Duke & Stammen, 2007) and time spent in each technique was 

recorded.  Additional analysis garnered frequencies of verbal and vocal model types, i.e., 

technical or figurative language and exemplar or non-exemplar models. Findings indicated 

significant differences in time spent developing tone between settings as well as between verbal 

and vocal model types. While Conductors B and C had no statistical differences between time 

spent in each setting, Conductor A had significant differences between all combinations of 

settings, and Conductor D had significant differences between the honor choir and community 

choir settings, as well as between the honor choir and the collegiate choir settings. Significant 

differences were also found between verbal types for Conductors B and C in the collegiate choir 

setting, and Conductor D in the community choir setting. No significant differences between 

vocal model types were found in Conductor A in the collegiate choir or Conductor D in the 

community choir.  However, all other cases yielded significantly more exemplar vocal models.  

Recommendations for further research were made and implications for practicing choral music 

educators and teacher certification programs were discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 A fundamental objective of choral directors is to elicit a beauty of tone that is 

appropriately produced, free from tension and unified throughout an ensemble (Garretson, 1998; 

Hylton, 1995; Lamb 1988; Roe, 1983).  Developing a healthy and beautiful vocal tone is one of 

the initial accomplishments to which choral directors of all levels aspire.  Although most 

children receive their musical training through school music programs, those students who do not 

participate in school or community music receive no training in proper singing technique.  Thus, 

preparing conductors to successfully teach the creation of beautiful vocal tone to all students of 

varying ability and training is foundational to school and community music making. 

 Many tonal concepts have become prevalent in the United States over the past hundred 

years, and the influences of those concepts are still evident in the choral ensembles of the 

relatively new twenty-first century.  From F. Melius Christiansen to Fred Waring and John 

Finley Williamson to Robert Shaw, the influence of expert choral conductors has impacted 

choral music education with regards to teaching techniques and tonal aesthetics (Holt & Jordan, 

2008; Hylton, 1995; Swan, 1973).   

 Vocal pedagogy has made a substantial contribution to the tonal concepts of choral 

directors over the past century, and a firm grasp of vocal pedagogical concepts is evident in the 

methodological texts espoused by choral methods courses in undergraduate institutions (Collins, 

1999; Garretson, 1998; Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 2004).  The focus of the present study is to 

examine the tone building techniques of four contemporary expert collegiate choral conductors 

to qualify and quantify their teaching techniques used to specifically address tone quality and 

vocal tone production with singers of varied training, ranging from children to adults. 

 Various teaching techniques are identified in choral pedagogical literature as well as in 

research literature in music education, voice pedagogy and voice science with specific regards to 

vocal tone development.  Three such techniques include verbal communication, nonverbal 

communication and vocal models.  The present study seeks to explore these techniques as they 
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occur in rehearsals of expert choral conductors, and to draw conclusions from the findings to 

inform teacher preparation. 

 Verbal techniques can include language that is either highly technical and specialized or 

figurative and vague. In music, these are typically conductor initiated academic or social 

instructions or directions, or feedback in the form of approvals or disapprovals (Davis, 1993; 

Yarbrough & Price, 1989).  The language a conductor uses regarding vocal tone production 

usually falls into one of two categories: technical language or figurative language.  An example 

of a technical verbal technique would include any comment addressing vocal technique.  

Conductor directions regarding posture, respiration, phonation and resonance typically involve 

explanations of anatomy and physiology of vocal production.  However, figurative language can 

also be used in addressing vocal tone, such as imagining a rubber band stretching to create 

appropriate resonant space.  It is interesting to note that vocal pedagogues espouse the use of 

both types of language in the studio (McKinney, 1994; Miller, 1996; Ware, 1998). 

 Nonverbal communication in music includes the conducting gesture, body movement, 

facial expression, posture, hand position, and many other teacher or conductor initiated 

nonverbal cues.  This category of technique also includes kinesthetics, singer placement, i.e., the 

vocal positioning of the individual choral musician within the ensemble, proximity, acoustic 

voicing and formation, written instruction and the use of visual representations, i.e., pictures, 

photographs or other works of art (Stauch, 1986).  Nonverbal techniques are difficult to measure, 

especially since intent cannot be known, but nonetheless important in conveying messages while 

students are engaged in musical performance. 

 Modeling is another form of teaching technique that has been studied as an effective tool 

for music teachers to employ, resulting in greater efficiency and effectiveness (Sang, 1987).  The 

effects of modeling on singing accuracy of children is well established (Green, 1990; Hendley & 

Persellin, 1994; Tatem, 1990), though it has been used primarily for pitch matching purposes.  

The effects of modeling specifically on tone quality of vocal production are still largely 

unexplored.  

Purpose 

 The purpose of this study is to observe four experts in the choral field and to qualify and 

quantify the techniques they employed to specifically address vocal tone production.  Rehearsals 

of four leading choral conductors were analyzed for amount of time spent in specific verbal, 
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nonverbal and vocal modeling techniques in three differing settings: the state level honor choir, 

the collegiate choir, and the community choir  

Research questions include: 

1.  What percentage of rehearsal time is devoted to choral tone development? 

2. What techniques do expert choral directors employ to develop choral tone? 

 a.  What kind of language (technical jargon versus imagery or metaphor) do        

expert choral directors use to develop choral tone? 

 b.  How are exemplar and non-exemplar models utilized? 

 c.  Are nonverbal techniques utilized for the purpose of building choral tone and        

to what extent are they employed? 

3. Does the setting or ensemble type affect the amount of time spent developing choral tone? 

Operational Definitions 

 Verbal Techniques.  Verbal techniques refer to any instruction or feedback that uses 

speech. Verbal communication is the exchange of information through the use of language or 

paralanguage (Stauch, 1986).  Verbal instructional activities are forms of teacher talk that occur 

during ensemble rehearsals (Erbes, 1972). Although verbal instruction can often be accompanied 

by those nonverbal behaviors that accompany normal human verbal interaction, such as head 

nods, hand gestures, eye contact, and proximity, this communication is predominately verbal 

(Dickey, 1991).  

Nonverbal Techniques.  Nonverbal techniques refer to actions distinctly separate from 

speech.  Although nonverbal communication often accompanies speech, for the purposes of this 

study, the presence of spoken language supercedes the gesture, facial expression, or tone of 

voice. Nonverbal communication includes actions distinct from speech, i.e., facial expressions, 

hand and arm gestures, posture, positions and various movements of the body (Mehrebian, 

1972).  The primary intent of nonverbal communication is sending a message without the use of 

or need for words (Remland, 2004).  

 Nonverbal instructional activities are the forms of communication by teachers other than 

talk that occur during the process of ensemble rehearsal (Erbes, 1972). In a performance 

ensemble class, nonverbal techniques do include conducting gestures (Dickey, 1991), and these 
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may include any motion of the hands or arms made by the conductor while demonstrating, 

verbalizing about or conducting a piece of music in rehearsal (Stauch, 1986).  For the purpose of 

this study, conducting paired with verbalizations will be classified as verbal. 

 When paired with verbal techniques, concurrent nonverbal movements will also be coded 

as verbal.  Facial expression, gaze, movement, proximity and posture each represent a nonverbal 

form of communication.  Facial expression is the countenance that appears on the face of the 

conductor during the rehearsal (Stauch, 1986).  Gaze is the direction and duration of the vision of 

the conductor toward all or part of the ensemble (Stauch, 1986).  Movement and/or proximity is 

a change in distance from the conductor to the ensemble (Stauch, 1986). Posture is the manner in 

which the body is held or the arrangement of the different parts of the body at the time of a 

communication behavior (Key, 1975). 

 Vocal Modeling.  A vocal model is any act of vocal demonstration by the teacher that is 

used as either an example to be emulated or as a non-example to provide the singers with a stark 

contrast between the desired outcome and an undesired one.  Modeling was found to be a teacher 

generated or delegated act of demonstration, which could be musical or nonmusical in nature and 

can belong to one of three distinct categories: audible, visible, or process modeling (Mann, 

2008).  Vocal model can be considered a nonverbal behavior, but for the purposes of this study, 

the vocal model will remain separated from the other nonverbal techniques as idiosyncratic and 

relevant with its own distinction.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 Establishing a definition of good vocal tone or an ideal choral sound has been explored in 

many qualitative endeavors.  Building choral tone is a task all choral educators face, and the 

process by which one attempts to do so is often varied and inconsistent.  Entire textbooks 

relating to this subject have been used in undergraduate choral methods courses throughout the 

country (Jordan, 1996; Ehmann & Haasamann, 1982; Smith & Sataloff, 2006).  Beauty of tone 

production and freedom from vocal tension are desired goals for singers and conductors alike 

(Atkinson, 2006). Current research in the realm of choral tone quality includes studies of 

preference, vowels, vibrato, soloistic versus choral singing, presence of strong or weak formants, 

resonance, choral formation and spacing, balance and blend (Daugherty, 2003; Eckholm, 2000; 

Knutson, 1987; Ternström, 2003).  Such a breadth of research has contributed to a lack of 

agreement about what exactly constitutes good vocal tone, and there are many approaches in 

determining the most effective way of achieving the desired choral sound, especially since that 

desired sound is so varied (Eckholm, 2000; Ternström, 2003). 

Historical Concepts of Choral Tone 

 Two historical choral schools of thought which have influenced the American choral 

aesthetic over the past century represent two extremes of the choral tonal spectrum: the straight 

tone philosophy of F. Melius Christiansen's St. Olaf tradition and the full, soloistic style of John 

Finley Williamson's Westminster Choir College (Holt & Jordan, 2008; Swan, 1973).  While each 

of these traditions approached choral tone development in a distinctive manner, both garnered a 

following through extensive touring that allowed each of these tonal concepts to impact 

audiences throughout vast regions of the United States.   

 F. Melius Christiansen. F. Melius Christiansen founded the St. Olaf Choir in 1912 in 

Northfield, Minnesota, which marked the beginning of his influence on the choral sound of the 

mid-western United States (Armstrong, 1996).  Sometimes described as "straight-tone," the tonal 

aesthetic of Christiansen involved much more than eliminating excessive vibrato from the sound.  
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Uniformity of sound was the ultimate goal, and Christiansen believed that each member was part 

of one cohesive unit, especially with regards to choral blend.  The needs of the group outweighed 

the needs of the individual, and several preemptive measures were put into place to control for 

any threats to the beauty of the ensemble's sound (Bergmann, 1968). 

 Christiansen took great care in selecting members of the St. Olaf Choir through an 

extensive audition procedure.  Auditions were required of every singer, including past members, 

and they endured multiple call-backs until Christiansen had decided upon the  

final roster.  Christiansen selected choristers based upon the quality, evenness and agility of tone, 

aural skills and personal character of his students (Swan, 1973). Uniformity of vowel throughout 

the range of a singer was also carefully considered in the selection process (Armstrong, 1996).  

Excellent aural skills were of extreme import to Christiansen, as vocal tone was more easily 

taught than were aural skills (Bergmann, 1968).  

 Often times preferring to select less trained voices, Christiansen felt that poorly trained 

habits were especially difficult to break and preferred to train up younger voices with his own 

preferences in mind. The concept of vibrato was directly addressed in the audition process, and 

Christiansen asked for a very specific method of vocal production: a straight, even tone 

(Bergman, 1968). Singers with excessive, wide vibrato were not desirable, and Christiansen 

avoided placing them in his ensembles altogether (Armstrong, 1996). 

 Once voices were selected, Christiansen was meticulous in his arrangement of ensemble 

members.  Adhering to a carefully crafted seating chart, Christiansen had very specific ideas 

about the ideal placement of types of voices within and between sections (Swan, 1973).  

Christiansen not only demanded specific placement of certain voice types, he also had a 

numerical ratio of voices in mind for ideal choral blend.  Swan (1973) discusses a possible 

seating arrangement with forty-six members: 8 first sopranos, 6 second sopranos, 5 first altos, 7 

second altos, 4 first tenors, 4 second tenors, 4 baritones and 8 basses. From the vantage point of 

the conductor, the basses were seated behind the sopranos on the left side of the choir, and the 

tenors were seated behind the altos on the right side of the choir.  The lower voices were seated 

behind the upper voices for each section, with the softest voices seated at the very center to form 

an "inner choir" which was the core of Christiansen's ideal sound (Bergman, 1968).   

 In addition to selection process and seating arrangement, Christiansen developed his ideal 

concept of choral sound through his use of rehearsal techniques.  The tonal concepts of F. Melius 
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Christiansen were built on the concept of purity of tone, and several key elements were vital to 

accomplish his tonal goals (Armstrong, 1996).  Christiansen demanded proper posture and breath 

control while utilizing warm-ups and disciplined rehearsal techniques to cultivate the sound 

(Bergmann, 1968). Attention to unified entrances and releases thus contributing to the concept of 

oneness, was extremely important (Armstrong, 1996).  Usually speaking in less technical 

terminology, Christiansen often employed imagery as a primary means of expression in the 

rehearsal, and his command of nonverbal communication captivated his ensemble members. 

Delegating the learning of notes to sections leaders, Christiansen devoted his rehearsal time 

developing sound, with his prime objective of achieving choral blend (Bergmann, 1968). 

 John Finley Williamson. The Westminster Choir began as the choir of Westminster 

Presbyterian Church in Dayton, Ohio in 1920, under the direction of John Finley Williamson. 

Eventually separating from the church, the Westminster Choir School was founded in 1926 as an 

institution for training ministers of music.  When the school outgrew its facilities in Dayton, an 

offer from Ithaca College provided the impetus to move to New York in 1929.  The school 

moved shortly thereafter to Princeton, New Jersey to provide for still more growth of the 

institution in 1932 (Wehr, 1971). 

 Greatly influenced by the touring practice of St. Olaf College Choir, Williamson also 

implemented extensive touring to his choir's schedule. Although Williamson held the St. Olaf 

Choir in high regard, his concepts of vocal tone production were markedly different.  With the 

move to the east coast, and eventual affiliation with the New York Philharmonic, a fuller sound 

was essential to the organization’s success.  While F. Melius Christiansen idealized the cohesive, 

unified sound, John Finley Williamson valued the individual singer, and provided as much 

opportunity for individual expression and growth as was possible.  Williamson gave private 

lessons to each of his choir members, and his goal was to have a choir comprised of excellent 

individual solo artists (Wehr, 1971; Swan, 1973). 

 In meeting this goal of soloistic choral members, Williamson comprised his choir through 

a careful selection process.  Vocal aptitude was considered along with certain physical 

characteristics, such as weight, posture and the size and shape of the throat, as well as the rate, 

pitch and resonance characteristics of speech.  Williamson also used a controversial method for 

classifying voices, using the term "lift" to indicate the pitch where a singer uses less breath 

energy to produce sound.  Williamson selected specific numbers of singers based on his 
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knowledge of acoustical properties of sound, with fewer voices needed on the higher frequencies 

(Wehr, 1971).   

 The seating arrangement of John Finley Williamson has the altos and sopranos seated in 

front of the tenors and basses.  From the conductors right to left, the second tenors are behind the 

first altos, followed by the first tenors behind the second altos.  The second basses are behind the 

first sopranos, and the first basses are behind the second sopranos.  Williamson firmly believed 

this to be the best seating arrangement for intonation purposes, as it allowed for the outer voices 

to tune to each other (Swan, 1973). 

 Correct posture was requisite to ideal tone, and Williamson took great care in establishing 

postural alignment.  He also considered singer personality, as a singer who was lazy would need 

constant instruction to maintain posture, while one that was over zealous might create too much 

tension in an effort to be perfect.  Breath support was also closely linked to posture, and 

Williamson spent little time addressing the issue directly.  Rather, he strove to help singers create 

the right mood for a piece and to be free from tension or fear (Beck, 2004; Wehr, 1971). 

 Williamson believed that good vocal tone produced good character, and the personal 

habits of his singers were extremely important to him.  Matters of personal grooming, physical 

fitness and health were not overlooked.  Extreme discipline governed his rehearsals, but the 

rewards of singing within such an excellent group, coupled with the individual attention each 

singer received, made the experience quite rewarding for his students (Beck, 2004). 

 Contrary to the blended ideal of F. Melius Christiansen's choirs, John Finley Williamson 

did not approach this subject at all.  His resulting sound was a choir comprised of full, solistic 

singers, who created a rich, dark tone quality.  This aesthetic is considered by some to have 

become the favored one in mainstream American choral music, as it recognizes the importance 

of the individual contribution to the overall choral sound while encouraging healthy vocal 

technique (Tocheff, 1990).  Knutson (1987) referred to this movement away from minimal use of 

vibrato by F. Melius Christiansen as the preferred means of vocal tone production as well in his 

examination of rationales and practices regarding choral blend. 

Voice Science 

 Carl Seashore stated that the most important basic attribute of all music is tone quality, 

and that tone quality can be broken down into two main components: timbre and sonance 

(Seashore, 1936a). Seashore further described the nature of timbre as being the difference 
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between the tonal character of musical instruments, of voices, of vowels and other sounds in art 

and nature.  According to Seashore, the tone quality is "the simultaneous fusion of overtones 

with the fundamental…that characteristic of a tone which depends upon its harmonic structure, 

absolute pitch and tonal intensity" (Seashore, 1936b).  Seashore was also a pioneer in 

distinguishing good tone quality from bad tone quality in music, and he concluded that vibrato 

was present in all good musical tones (Seashore, 1942). Bartholomew (1934) also concluded that 

vibrato was one of four characteristics of good vocal tone, in addition to intensity, a low formant 

at around 500 Hz and a high formant at around 2800 Hz for male voices.  Other studies of the 

solo voice have also indicated an increased resonance in the formant range as a desirable trait 

(Bloothoof & Plomp, 1986; Bloothoof, 1987). Acoustic studies in vocal music have emphasized 

the differences in between the solo and choral singer, and those differences have been quantified 

in terms of spectral energy, or presence and intensity of formants, in addition to range and rate of 

vibrato (Goodwin, 1980; Rossing, Sundberg & Ternström, 1985a, 1985b; Ternström, 

1989a,1991). 

 In 1877, Hermann Helmholtz wrote of the differentiations between tones in the human 

voice.  Helmholtz purported that the vowel qualities of tone can be classified and quantified in 

terms of resonance space, pitch and amplitude. His extensive work described in detail the process 

by which humans hear complex tones (Helmholtz, 1954). Helmholtz spoke in terms of vowel 

color, in terms of brightness and darkness as color related to the specific vowels, i.e., [i] is the 

extreme of bright and [u] is the extreme of dark in the spectrum of vowel color.  Anderson 

(1993) studied the perceptions of choral musicians utilizing this bright to dark vowel hierarchy 

and concluded that rogue vowels in the brighter end of the spectrum were more easily 

identifiable than the darker ones and that subjects correctly identified the rogue vowel [i] more 

often than the rogue vowel [u]. Helmholtz (1954) also alluded to a phenomenon that later came 

to be known as the singer's formant. Rzhevkin (1956) found the male singer's formant to abide in 

the 500 to 2500 Hz range, and that trained voices had formants with greater intensity than 

untrained singers. 

 Since Bartholomew's description of good vocal qualities, vocal scientists have 

investigated the singer's formant and have concluded that a full upper resonance in the singer's 

formant is present in the solo voice of good quality (Bloothoof & Plomp, 1986; Bloothoof, 1987; 

Sundberg, 1970, 1974; Winckel, 1971). Bloothoof and Plomp (1986) studied the formants of 
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seven professional male singers and seven professional female singers in several modes of 

singing the nine Dutch vowels.  Variations in the sound pressure levels of various fundamental 

frequencies of sung pitches were recorded.  Results led them to conclude that the sound level 

range of the singer's formant varied by gender, vowel, and pitch level.  Vernard and Irwin (1966) 

concluded that the singer's formant was at 2800 Hz, which represented the average frequency of 

the singer's "ring."  Later studies by Sundberg corroborated this 2800 Hz range as the average 

frequency of a singer's formant (Sunberg, 1987).  Formants are enhanced by resonators, such as 

the mouth, which excite partials of the sound produced by the larynx.  Changing the opening of 

the mouth can raise the frequencies of the formants, adding to the quality of the vocal sound, 

especially as the pitch increases (Sundberg, 1985; Wang, 1985). 

 As good vocal sounds have presence of a singer's formant (Bartholomew, 1934), so do 

good vocal sounds possess a natural vibrato.  David (2008) discussed vibrato as an elusive part 

of a singer's tone quality, having stated that problems relating to vibrato usually are a result of 

some other technical deficiency.  Shipp, Sundberg and Haglund (1985) confirmed that singers do 

not have conscious control over the rate of vibrato, however they can control a wide range of 

vibrato frequencies.   

Vocal Pedagogy 

 Voice Science has certainly impacted vocal pedagogy over the past century, and many 

pedagogues who use voice science to inform their teaching are not scientists themselves; they are 

teachers.  It is important to study the collected work of great vocal pedagogues and to transfer 

knowledge from this field into the vocal training that occurs in choral rehearsals. Because 

techniques used to affect vocal production are varied and sometimes controversial, it is vital for 

choral conductors to have knowledge of vocal production and its pedagogical implications. 

 Posture.  Most vocal pedagogical texts begin with establishing posture as the first step in 

singing.  Many pedagogues insist that without correct posture, the vocal mechanism cannot 

function properly (McKinney, 1994; Ware, 1998; Wilcox, 1935). Good posture contributes to 

correct tone production, and without it, free tone production becomes very difficult. 

(Wilson,1959).  Decker (1976) described posture as a proper body alignment, which affords 

maximum breathing efficiency and a muscular relaxation essential to good vocal technique. 

Choral directors typically establish correct sitting and standing posture habits in the early phases 

of rehearsals, at the beginning of the semester or during the first rehearsals of a new group 
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(Crowther, 2003; Haaseman & Jordan, 1991).  Although the methods for teaching correct posture 

vary, there is general consensus regarding what constitutes good singing posture amongst vocal 

training experts (David, 2008; McKinney, 1994; Vennard, 1967; Ware, 1998).   

 The feet should be placed squarely on the floor with the weight on the balls of the feet. 

The knees should remain flexible.  The back should be straight to allow for costal and/or 

abdominal expansion for breathing. The shoulders must be back to allow the upper chest to be 

held high and open. At the same time, the shoulders should not be tensed and raised but must be 

kept relaxed so that their blades are lowered and the arms able to swing freely.  The head and 

neck should be held straight as a continuation of the line begun by the spine (David, 2008, p. 17). 

Haaseman and Jordan (1991) outlined general guidelines for obtaining good posture, and 

equate each step to aligning the pelvic bones in the proper position.  They posited that if the 

pelvis is not vertical and aligned with the floor, the rest of the body posture mechanism will fail 

to align, resulting in a misaligned back, shoulders, chest, neck and head. Poor posture will result 

in poor breathing, and ultimately a poorly produced vocal product (Haaseman & Jordan, 1991).  

Vennard (1964) warned against overemphasis of this point, in that it might create muscular 

tension while trying to create posture.  Miller (1996) addressed posture as a function of 

respiration.  In both breathing and singing, the same posture should apply for a singer.  Posture 

must be maintained throughout the act of singing, and need not be lost when taking a new breath. 

 Respiration.  Because breath is the actuator of vocal sound, it necessary for voice 

teachers and choral conductors alike to create an awareness of the respiration process, 

maximizing breathing efficiency in the singing process.  Under normal conditions, most people 

are not aware of the breathing process, as it is an involuntary process vital to existence.  

However, in the singing process, respiration becomes a more conscious process that requires 

some element of control (McKinney, 1994).  Many choral conductors are aware of vocal 

pedagogy and strive to apply knowledge of vocal pedagogy in the rehearsal setting, but tend to 

use language easily understood by novice singers.  Choral conductors often teach against raising 

the shoulders (clavicular breathing) during inhalation and taking low, slow, or deep breaths.  

Vocal pedagogy employs a more anatomical and physiological approach to teaching respiration 

(David, 2008; Miller, 1996; Vennard, 1964) with scientific nomenclature for muscles, bones, and 

organs of respiration.  
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 McKinney (1994) described the breathing cycle as a three-stage process.  A slow intake 

of air immediately precedes a slightly faster release of air, which is then followed by a recovery 

period before the cycle begins anew.  McKinney differentiated the breathing cycle for singing 

with four stages: inhalation, or the breathing in period; suspension, or the preparation time prior 

to phonation; controlled exhalation, i.e., phonation; and recovery (McKinney, 1994). David 

(2008) discusses four types of respiration: abdominal, costo-abdominal, costal and clavicular. 

She stated that singers generally avoid clavicular breathing and that debate ensues over the best 

methods for teaching breathing in singing.  Miller (1996) used the approach known as the 

technique of Appoggio, a system of breath management common to the Italian School of singing.  

It is a method of balancing the organs and muscles of respiration and phonation so that no 

function of any part of the vocal mechanism becomes exaggerated.  It can refer to respiration as 

well as resonation, but in terms of breath management, appoggio calls for approximating the 

initial expanded posture of inhalation during phonation until such time that a new cycle of 

inhalation begins (Miller, 1996).  While breathing itself is essential in singing, Vennard (1964) 

cautioned that correct breathing does not correct vocal product. 

 Phonation.  As in the case with respiration, many people remain ignorant of 

physiological processes that are engaged in the act of producing sound through use of the vocal 

tract.  Trained singers typically study this process in depth to gain a better understanding of 

vocalization and to optimize vocal proficiency.  Vocal pedagogy texts often include detailed 

descriptions of the laryngeal mechanism, including the skeletal and muscular anatomy and 

physiology of the larynx, as well as pictorial representations of the vocal folds (Appelman, 1967; 

David, 2008; McKinney, 1994; Miller, 1996; Vennard, 1964; Ware, 1998).  These texts and 

others also highlight the mental or psychological processes in singing, often utilizing analogy 

and metaphor to describe the phonatory process (Alderson, 1979; Fields, 1947; Reid, 1974).  

Such examples can be beneficial to voice teachers and choral music educators alike for use as 

instructional strategies in the voice studio or choral rehearsal.  

 In his summary of phonation concepts used in training the singing voice, Fields (1947) 

isolated several factors present in the literature current to his time.  Theories of phonation 

included: general descriptions; physiological factors, including the tonal generator, pitch 

regulators and the extrinsic mechanism; and vibrato.  (Fields, 1947).  Fields described phonation 

as a physical act of generating vocal tone within the larynx.  The vibrations created by the vocal 
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folds are sufficiently rapid to generate sensations of tone.  When such sensations of tone are 

sustained, the singing voice is achieved 

(Fields, 1947).  

 Primarily, the larynx serves as a means to prevent food or other foreign matter from 

entering the lungs while a secondary function of the larynx is phonation (Negus, 1947).  Ware 

(1998) defined phonation, or laryngeally produced tone, as the result of three simultaneously 

occurring conditions:  

1) recoil of the lungs and diaphragm, sometimes combined with action by the intercostals 

and abdominal muscles, causes air to flow through the glottis (the space between the two 

vocal folds); 2) muscular forces within the larynx adduct the vocal folds, that is bring 

them together; and 3) airflow through the narrowed  glottis causes the vocal folds to beat 

(oscillate, vibrate) together very rapidly. (Ware, 1998, p. 92).   

 Most pedagogues described the product of phonation as having three distinct phases: the 

attack, or onset; the sustention, or duration of tone; and the release (Alderson, 1979; Appelman, 

1967; McKinney, 1994; Miller, 1996; Ware, 1998).  While the three phases of tone are separate 

instances, they are part of a continuous process of the singular effort.  As singers isolate specific 

aspects of phonation, a heightened awareness of the tone produced impacts the production itself.  

Fields (1947) referred to this process as anticipation of tone, which is the process by which a 

singer mentally prepares for the production of tone and the organs of phonation react in a 

preparatory manner prior to engagement.  Just as an ideal choral tone must first be envisioned by 

the conductor, so the ideal vocal tone must also be imagined by the individual singer prior to 

phonation.  Miller (1996) stated that a singer's concept of timbre or vocal tone must adhere to the 

natural laws governing vocal acoustics and physical freedom, and that the singer must first be 

able to imagine a sound as the result of certain physical and emotional responses. 

 Miller (1996) described three types of onset: the soft onset; the hard attack; and the 

balanced onset.  Further, he advocated the usage of the term onset, versus attack, due to the 

negative connotation of the word attack.   The soft onset is essentially an aspirated one, where 

the singer consciously feels the breath flow prior to phonation, usually represented by the symbol 

[h], while the hard attack, or glottal plosive, results when the vocal folds are adducted before 

vocal sound is generated.  Neither the soft onset nor the hard attack was endorsed by Miller as 

standard pedagogical practice, as they represent two extremes of phonatory errors.  The balanced 
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onset is preferred as it represents a midpoint between the two extremes, with a small aperture for 

the glottis, which modifies the glottal closure to that of a small slit to alleviate subglottic pressure 

(Miller, 1996).  Other vocal pedagogues described similar versions of the three types of onsets 

(David, 2008; McKinney, 1994; Vennard, 1964).   

 The terms hard attack and tight attack are used to describe the glottal shock one hears as 

the result of tension in the vocal folds concurring with increased breath pressure that eventually 

forces the vocal folds open from the closed position (McKinney, 1994). Repeated usage of this 

type of attack can result in vocal damage (Cooper, 1983; Greene, 1964; Vennard, 1964).  The 

breathy attack is described as one that has breath flowing out before the cords start to close, but 

the balanced attack uses a simultaneous initiation of breath and sound, without evidence of vocal 

strain or wasted breath (McKinney, 1994).  Vernard (1964) also spoke of two extremes of 

attacks, the breathy aspirate and the tight glottal attack, but with a detailed explanation of the 

Bernoulli effect, describing the balanced onset as a true representation of "singing on the breath." 

 The sustention phase of tone is in effect the duration of the sound. It occupies the time 

from just after the onset to the time of release.  It is most often associated with a sung vowel 

sound, and a proper sustention requires an even, consistent source of breath energy, so as to 

maintain the integrity of the vowel, the quality of the timbre, and the dynamic level as demanded 

by the music (McKinney, 1994).  Miller described sustained singing as a technical ability, which 

requires energy and power combined with a freedom from laryngeal tension.  This combination 

of engaging the muscles needed for respiration while maintaining a relaxed laryngeal valve 

requires a mental and physical process that is approached with great care.  An attempt to avoid 

tension might lead one to produce sounds built on what Miller termed a "breath mixture," which 

is the resultant sound of "inefficient vocal-fold occlusion"  (Miller, 1996). 

 The sustention phase of singing is one that is most often aligned with poor vocal tone 

quality, and one of the most common plights of singers and teachers of singing is the constricted 

vocal tone. This widespread problem facing many vocalists and their voice teachers can be 

identified in its many forms as muscular tension, which often times can be audibly discernable.  

A harsh speaking voice, raspiness, pinched or high-pitched voices and easily fatigued voices 

each demonstrate a type of vocal constriction (David, 2008).  David quoted Perkins defining 

constriction as "any vocal tract adjustment, given a positioning of the cords for vibration, that 

weakens the Bernoulli effect" (David, 2008, p. 43). 
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 The release phase of phonation occurs at the end of sung tones, and was considered by 

Ware (1998) to correspond with the three types of onsets: aspirated (soft); glottal (hard); and 

coordinated (balanced).  The aspirated release is breathy, lacks intensity and is perceived as 

being weak.  This is due to the fact that the vocal folds do not close completely during each 

glottal cycle, and the breath energy is not sufficient to maintain consistency or evenness of tone.  

The hard or glottal release is sometimes used for dramatic effect, and is not appropriate for soft 

to medium dynamic ranges or low to medium pitch ranges.  The balanced release occurs when 

consistent breath energy and engagement of the muscles of respiration are coordinated with the 

appropriate laryngeal functions (Ware, 1998).  

 Qualities of Vocal Tone.  Clifton Ware (1998) described eight distinct characteristics of 

efficient vocal tone.  They are as follows:  

A unique vocal quality that seems natural to the person producing it; a freedom from 

extrinsic and intrinsic muscular strain and tensions in the face, neck, limbs and torso; a 

tonal clarity and accuracy; a self-starting and self stopping elasticity, with the ability to 

sing varying dynamic levels on a sustained tone; ample volume level with a ringing, 

forward in the mask focus, particularly when increasing airflow for louder dynamic 

levels; a timbre best described as having both bright and dark tonal characteristics 

(chiaroscuro), that is, brilliance and ring plus warmth and richness; flexibility and agility 

in fast-slow movement, in soft-loud dynamics and in low-high range; and a vibrato 

pattern of 6 to 8 pulses per second (Ware, 1998, p. 108).  

 McKinney (1996) also listed several characteristics of good vocal sound, including: one that is 

freely produced; pleasant to listen to; loud enough to be heard easily; rich, ringing and resonant; 

having energy that flows smoothly from note to note; consistently produced; vibrant, dynamic 

and alive; and flexibly expressive.  Conversely, negative characteristics which preclude good 

vocal sound include sounds that are: constricted, forced or strained; strident or rasping; too loud, 

resembling shouting or yelling; hoarse; breathy; weak, colorless or devitalized; inconsistently 

produced; and shaky or wobbly (McKinney, 1994). 

 Resonance.  While the quality of vocal tone is greatly impacted by the breath energy 

afforded it, the resonating chambers used to amplify the sounds have been considered by some to 

be the most important factor is terms of effecting vocal timbre or quality (Appelman, 1967; 

McKinney,1994; Miller, 1996; Sundberg, 1987; Ware, 1998).  Resonance can be defined as "the 
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acoustic phenomenon by which a vibrating structure exited the air in an air filled chamber, which 

in turn causes the chamber walls to vibrate similarly" (Prater and Swift, 1984, p. 18).  McKinney 

(1994) described the two types of resonance involved in the process of phonation as sympathetic 

and conductive.  The primary type of resonance aligned with perceived vocal tone is sympathetic 

resonance, and it is this type of resonance that most pedagogues isolate in dealing with vocal 

tone quality and tonal placement.  

 Vennard (1964) identified possible resonators as the chest, larynx, pharynx, mouth, nose 

and sinus cavities.  McKinney (1994) listed seven areas of possible resonation: the chest, tracheal 

tree, larynx, pharynx, oral cavity, nasal cavity and sinuses.  Resonators are distinguished by size 

and shape, and also by composition and surface.  Some resonators can be manipulated 

muscularly to adjust size, shape, and surface tension, which in turn affects the quality of the 

sound being amplified.  Vocal teachers and choral directors often use the term tone placement 

when referencing the usage of combined resonators that have optimum size, shape and surface 

tension for a desired tone quality.  The process by which a singer "places" the tone is physical 

and psychological, and there are many different pedagogical approaches to take when teaching a 

singer or group of singers to achieve optimum resonance (McKinney, 1994; Vennard, 1964; 

Ware, 1998).   

 Although there are differing opinions regarding ideal tone placement, many vocal 

teachers approach this subject in a similar manner by utilizing imagery in the studio to achieve a 

desired sound.  Coupled with specific exercises, imagery can be a powerful tool in eliciting a 

desired response from a singer or a choir. Common examples of imagery usage in the voice 

studio are, "imagine a string coming out of the top of the head while you sing," or "sing as if you 

are biting an apple."  These images and others cause the singer consciously or otherwise 

manipulate the resonators thereby adjusting the resultant sound (David, 2008; McKinney, 1994; 

Vennard, 1964; Ware, 1998). 

Choral Tone Quality and Blend 

 Choral tone has been the subject of many research studies, including such topics as 

preference for blended or soloistic singing, the presence of formant within the choral context, 

and choir formation and spacing within the ensemble for optimal results (Atkinson, 2006; 

Daugherty, 2003; Ford, 1999, 2003).  In his discussion of ongoing debate of soloistic versus 

choral singing, Sundberg (1987) stated, "Choir directors tend to argue that the ability of making 
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music is promoted by choral singing and that, after all, the voice is used for singing in both 

cases.  Voice teachers often maintain that the voice use is different, and that solo singing, as 

opposed to choral singing, requires individual musical initiative."  The question still remains: do 

singers develop the same type of vocal timbre regardless of setting?  Goodwin (1980) examined 

how sopranos used their voices when they sang to create a choral blend and when they sang as 

soloists. By means of spectral analysis, he concluded that singers sang more loudly with louder 

overtones as soloists than in a choral setting.   

 In a study of four successful high school choral directors, Overturf (1985) concluded that 

particular vocal sounds were effected by specific vowels utilized during the period of 

vocalization and that relationships did exist between vowel sounds, choice of initial consonants 

and vocalise patterns.  She also suggested that verbal imagery may be important in effecting a 

particular vocal sound.  Rogers (2004) found a high level of agreement between choral directors 

on what constitutes good vocal tone, in addition to providing many of the same corrective 

procedures for improving vocal tone in choral performances with obvious tonal flaws.   

 In Ford's study (2003) of choral tone quality preference, he found a significant difference 

between preferences for non-resonant and resonant choral tones, and the quality preferred most 

by choral musicians was the non-resonant one.  In Goodwin's acoustical study (1980) of 

individual voices in choral blend, he found a difference in the "blended" vocal production to 

favor a stronger fundamental frequency with weaker first and second partials. This preference for 

a non-resonant or "blended" tone quality however must be distinguished from the discernment 

between good and bad tone quality in musical performance.  Geringer and Madsen (1998) found 

that musician listeners consistently discriminate between good and bad vocal performances when 

evaluating across many scales, including phrasing/expression, intonation, rhythm, dynamics, 

tone quality and overall performance.  It has also been determined that intonation and tone 

quality strongly correlate when evaluated together, suggesting that listeners do not isolate either 

variable from each other (Geringer & Worthy, 1999; Madsen & Geringer, 1981; Worthy, 2000).   

Ely (1992) found in a study of college woodwind players that differences in timbres did affect 

students' abilities to detect intonation problems. Wapnick and Freeman (1980) also concluded 

that brightness of timbre was associated with perceived sharpness of intonation, while darkness 

of timbre was associated with perceived flatness of intonation. Contrary to these findings, 

Demany and Semal (1993) found no significant relationship between pitch and perceived 
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brightness of timbre, and their results indicated that pitch and brightness of timbre represented 

independent perceptual dimensions.  However, it was noted that such independence might only 

exist in the presentation of certain tasks and not others, as earlier purported (Krumhansl & 

Iverson, 1992). Such findings may lead the vocalist to question whether or not differences in 

vowel color, which determines the brightness or darkness of timbre, might have an effect on the 

perception of good or bad vocal tone quality.  

Choral Pedagogy 

 Garretson (1998) stated that tone quality is the substance of choral singing.  Likewise, 

Finn (1939) suggested that the primary requisite for choral effectiveness is beauty of tone.  The 

tonal ideal of the conductor is often one of personal preference and varies between conductors 

(Emmons and Chase, 2006).  Overturf (1985) believed that development of good vocal/choral 

sound requires the conductor to first have in his mind's ear a clear concept of the sound he wants, 

and then he must use the necessary vocal and choral techniques to elicit that sound from the 

chorus.  Kirk (1978) insisted that a choral conductor must have a mental image of choral sound 

and be adept at molding the sound of singers in order to express music with stylistic integrity.  

Swan (1973) posited that the primary task of a conductor is to decide upon the tone he desires to 

hear.  However, if the conductor expects to hear that tone produced by the choir members, he 

must have a clear understanding of how voices will respond to the techniques employed in the 

rehearsal whether they be verbal suggestions, vocal exercises or other teacher generated 

techniques employed within the rehearsal (Swan, 1973).   

Emmons and Chase (2006) listed components that characterize beautiful tone, including: 

true, just intonation; a "spin" in the tone (a balanced vibrato); ease of emission; core, focus 

clarity, carrying power; and a warm, full tone quality. Additionally, Bartle (1988) insisted that 

good posture, proper breath support and pure vowels are the fundamentals on which a beautiful 

choral tone is built.  Bartle (2003) also listed qualities of "exquisite tone" as being: ringing, 

purity, brightness and freedom.  The techniques advocated by Bartle to achieve her tonal ideal 

with children's choirs include consistent teaching of unified vowels and breath support, the use of 

vocalises to develop vocal tone, the use of quality repertoire and maintaining a positive learning 

environment (Bartle, 2003). 

 Hylton (1995) posited that choral sound is carried by the vowel, which must be 

pronounced uniformly in order for a choir to communicate expressively and to sing in tune.  
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Hylton endorsed the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet as an aid to correct vowel 

pronunciation and alignment within an ensemble.   The collective tone of the choir grows out of 

each individual's vocal technique. Each conductor must conceptualize a desired choral tone, and 

this tonal concept should always be consistent with healthy vocal technique that should be an 

evident part of the rehearsal process.  An effective choral educator has the training and skills of a 

private voice teacher, and is able to apply those skills in a choral rehearsal setting (Hylton, 

1995).  

 Many pedagogues agreed that the warm up process can foster healthy singing techniques 

and build choral tone (Garretson, 1998; Nesheim & Noble, 1995; Phillips, 2004).  Nesheim and 

Noble (1995) discussed the procedure for warming up, including the following steps: stretching 

and massaging of muscles; non-phonating breath coordination exercises; mid-range, downward 

motion; melodic movement both up and down; articulation; range extension and flexibility.   

Every singer should strive to simultaneously achieve brilliance and depth of tone, as is the case 

in chiaroscuro singing (Neshiem & Noble, 1995). 

 While most choral directors would concur that the warm up process is vital to the singing 

process, and one that builds a foundation of tone from which to create artistic interpretations of 

musical scores, there is relatively little empirical research to support such claims.  However, in a 

recent study evaluating the effect of warm up on the singing voice quality using acoustic 

measures, Amir, Amir & Michaeli (2005) found that the vocal warm up reduced frequency-

perturbation and amplitude-perturbation values as well as increased singer's formant amplitude 

and improved noise-to-harmonic ratio.  Gackle (1987) examined the effects of selected vocal 

exercises on the tone production of junior high female voices.  A six-week treatment of vocal 

instruction included specific exercises related to breath management and resonance, with 

emphasis on vowel unification.  Pretest and posttest quantitative measures included fundamental 

speaking frequency, singing range, phonation duration and pitch perturbation.  A pretest/posttest 

perception measure was also taken, with judges rating overall performance in terms of tone 

quality.  Although no significant differences were found in overall performance, mean speaking 

range or singing range, significance was found to favor treatment for duration and pitch 

perturbation (Gackle, 1987). These findings support the use of a vocal warm up process as a 

means of attaining a healthy vocal tone. 
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 Collins (1999) addressed choral tone in terms of utilizing proper vocal technique, 

including attention to posture, breathing and resonance.  Although choral directors approach tone 

building with differing opinions and techniques, agreement is found in that all choral directors 

avoid breathy sounds, desire pitches to be sung in tune with vital, supported tone and intelligible 

text. Beyond this agreement, however, debate exists over vowel color, rates of vibrato, dynamic 

consistency, style, use of vocal registers, and which areas of choral technique should receive the 

most emphasis.  Collins advocated utilizing a system of exercises intended to teach proper vocal 

technique and diction.  Once this initial groundwork is done, then the conductor is able to get to 

the business of unifying the sounds of the energetic, resonant, free ringing tones of the singers.   

The utopian goal is for all students to be equally competent vocally. If teachers reach this 

goal, all voices are equally strong and resonant, and the individual qualities of the voice 

would  appear to dissipate when singing together.  A good blend would result without 

further concern. Since directors seldom reach that goal, they must devise ways to 

camouflage the sounds of certain singers whose voices might be brighter, harsher, more 

raucous and less controllable due to lesser technical abilities. (Collins,1999, p.271). 

Collins further suggested that this ideal rarely exists, and the conductor is faced with the 

challenges of achieving balance and blend in less than perfect circumstances.  Apart from 

auditioning the lesser capable singers out, which Collins did not advocate, the conductor should 

strive to achieve a beauty of tone through unified vowel color and appropriate singer placement, 

attributing enhancements of vocal tone to timbral and acoustic phenomenology. 

 In his text, Teaching Kids to Sing, Phillips (1992) utilized knowledge of vocal pedagogy 

as it pertains to young singers. Defining the beautiful voice as one that is richly resonant, 

possessing unified vowels, with depth and fullness of tone, Phillips believed students would 

develop the skill of clear, resonant singing with the application of abdicostal respiration and 

laryngeal phonation.  Development of vocal technique is furthered through the use of exercises, 

created by Phillips, which target freedom of production, focus of tone and projection of the voice 

(Philips, 1992).  In his Directing the School Choral Program, Phillips addressed vocal 

production as a function of posture, breath management, vocal registration, resonation and 

diction, with emphasis placed upon the vocal warm up as an integral step in building choral tone 

(Phillips, 2004).  Hammar (1978) underscored the need for effective vocal pedagogy training 

within choral rehearsals, suggesting that conductors are essentially responsible for the vocal 
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development of the individual singers.  Thus it is imperative that conductors have knowledge of 

breath control and support, tone production across the range of the voice, including passaggio 

management, and techniques targeting intonation and blend (Hammar, 1978).  He also advocated 

teaching pure vowel production and utilizing various seating arrangements to achieve choral 

blend.  A common theme to the many choral pedagogical texts in use today is the attention to the 

physical act of singing.  The art and science of singing has several key components; posture, 

breathing, registration, resonation and articulation combine to build the technical foundation 

upon which artistry must rely. 

Rehearsal Pedagogy 

 Vocal scientists and pedagogues have established a knowledge base for vocal training.  

Choral conductors, many who are vocalists themselves, have benefited from vocal training and 

have created choral pedagogy.  Examination of conductor behaviors within rehearsals serves to 

document the transfer of knowledge from the laboratory and studio into rehearsal realities.   

 Time Analysis of Ensemble Rehearsal.  Analysis of time usage in rehearsal settings has 

long been an accepted research practice to determine teacher effectiveness.  Researchers have 

studied quality of instructional time, levels of teacher talk, approvals versus disapprovals, as well 

as numerous other facets within a musical setting (Caldwell, 1980; Madsen & Duke, 1985; 

Madsen & Geringer, 1983). Davis (1998) reviewed much of the literature regarding ensemble 

time usage and identified specific teacher behaviors as being verbal instruction or feedback or 

nonverbal behavior, i.e. conducting, approving or disapproving. Several researchers have 

explored the amount of time conductors spend in verbal behaviors (Caldwell, 1980; Thurmann, 

1977; Tyson, 1988; R.E. Watkins, 1986).   Other researchers have examined the amount of time 

spent in student response or performance and nonperformance activity (Cox, 1986; R. C. 

Watkins, 1996, 1993; R.E. Watkins, 1986; & Witt, 1983).   Caldwell (1980), Watkins (1986) and 

Witt (1983) all found that students were playing or singing for at least fifty percent of rehearsal 

time. Nonperformance activity included periods of instruction, transition times or "getting 

ready," and other nonmusical tasks (Caldwell, 1980; Thurmann, 1977; Watkins, 1986; & Witt, 

1983). Within an ensemble setting, Worthy (2003) analyzed teaching episodes of an expert wind 

conductor in a high school versus a college band rehearsal.  He found that shorter, more frequent 

talking episodes occurred during the high school rehearsal, and that the high school rehearsal 

was somewhat faster paced than the collegiate rehearsal (Worthy, 2003). 
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 The amount of time spent in student response is often regarded as a measure to indicate 

teacher effectiveness, and that teachers with lower levels of teacher talk are considered to be 

more effective and have better pacing skills (Yarbrough & Price,1981; Napoles, 2006).  

However, dependent upon the level of students, some reports indicate that teachers spend more 

time in an instructional capacity at the elementary levels than do their secondary counterparts, 

with more time being spent in teacher instruction than in student performance (Forsythe, 1975; 

Moore, 1981; Wagner & Strul, 1979). With older students, the results of research indicate a shift 

in time usage, with greater time being spent in performance than in instruction at the secondary 

levels (Caldwell, 1980; Madsen & Geringer, 1983; Thurman, 1977; Watkins, 1993).  Arthur 

(2003) found that episodes of fast and slow paced teaching did occur with expert teachers in 

beginning and advanced ensembles, and that the activities varied with new and familiar music in 

addition to levels of difficulty. 

 Studies regarding the type of activity in music classroom settings are varied and provide a 

great deal of knowledge about the nature of student attentiveness and attitudes.  Yarbrough and 

Price found that high school student on task behavior was higher during performance activity 

(1981).  Madsen and Geringer (1983) found that on task behavior of university music students 

was greatest when participating in performance activities, and that high levels of teacher talk 

yielded higher levels of off-task behavior.  Yarbrough and Madsen (1998) also found that 

university choral students had higher levels of student attentiveness when performance time was 

greatest. Brendell (1996) reported a greater percentage of on-task behavior during activities 

which required more singing and active participation and that off task behavior was seemingly a 

function of the nature of the activity employed.  Such results could lead one to assume that off 

task behavior is minimized with accurate, concise episodes of teacher verbalization and a 

rehearsal that provides for as much performance activity as possible is favored. 

 Verbal Techniques.  While it is evident that low levels of teacher talk, thus high levels 

of student performance, yield greater student on task behavior, debate has arisen and still ensues 

over the amount and type of conductor verbalizations within an ensemble rehearsal setting.  In 

1981, Gonzo encouraged the use of meaningful teacher verbalization as a means to foster student 

musical awareness (Gonzo, 1981).  Single (1991) also purports that teacher verbalization is an 

important part of the rehearsal process in that it allows for questioning in rehearsals to ascertain 

student comprehension, to provide feedback to reinforce correct associations and to maintain on-
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task behavior. In opposition to meaningful verbalizations, Bloomquist (1973) stated that the 

conducting gesture should be advanced enough to limit the amount of teacher talk in rehearsal 

settings. Begian (1968) also concluded that extended verbalization should have no part of 

rehearsals, indicating that the gesture and rehearsal technique should amply suffice to provide the 

ensemble members with the needed information to perform.  Although Hicks (1975) agreed that 

there was a correlation between the amount of teacher talk and the level of student off-task 

behavior, he also conceded that some talk was appropriate, even necessary for the goals of the 

ensemble. 

 Conductor verbalizations can be classified in categories: directions or explanations, and 

feedback, i.e., approval or disapproval (Davis, 1993; Yarbrough & Price, 1989).  Dorow (1977) 

found that music taught with high approval was more reinforcing than music taught with high 

disapproval.  Duke and Heninger (1998) compared groups taught with either positive or negative 

feedback statements, and found no significant differences between musical achievement or 

student attitudes.  Goolsby (1997) compared expert and beginning teachers and found that 

beginning teachers spent more time in verbalizations, while experienced teacher spent less time 

in overall teacher talk. 

 Studies specifically targeting nonperformance time usage in rehearsals have revealed that a 

significant portion of time is spent in nonperformance activity.  The quality of that time has been 

of particular interest to researchers studying critical thinking implementation within the 

ensemble setting (Pogonowski, 1987, 1989; Reahm, 1986; Small, 1987). Watkins (1993) 

discovered that middle school choral directors spent less than 1% of rehearsal time in the use of 

questioning strategies to evoke higher-order learning. In follow up study, Watkins (1986) also 

reported the percentage of nonperformance time directors spent in an expository verbal mode, 

modeling, and questioning to elicit identification, comprehension, and simple comparisons 

accounted for 34.3% of rehearsal time.  In the high school choral ensemble setting, Garrett 

(2009) found: performance activity accounted for 45.94% of rehearsal time; activities focused on 

lower order thinking skills accounted for 45.96%; activities focused on higher order thinking 

skills accounted for 6.36%; and time allocated for nonspecific activity was 1.57%.  

 In terms of quality of rehearsal time, little research has been conducted to determine a 

hierarchy for specific rehearsal behaviors of conductors within choral settings that span verbal 

and nonverbal techniques with regards to classification.  Thurmann (1977) studied five choral 
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conductors representing different levels: rural high school; urban high school; college; 

professional; and clinic/festival.  Caldwell (1980) examined fifteen high school choral directors.  

In both studies, time spent in verbal communication by conductor was classified into seven 

elements of choral performance: pitch, time, text/diction, phrasing/dynamics, tone color, style, 

and vocal production.  Thurmann (1977) found that 35% to 40% of rehearsal time was spent in 

verbal communication, and that tone color was emphasized least.  Caldwell (1980) found that 

35% of rehearsal time was spent in verbal behavior, and that the component percentages of time 

were: 27.3% in pitch; 13.4% in phrasing/dynamics; 15.2% in style; 13.4% in time; 13.2% in 

diction/text; 12.5% in vocal production; and 5% in tone color.   

 Within a choral rehearsal, conductors often make use of verbal techniques to explain a 

specific vocal concept.  Use of technical language, such as vocal pedagogical instructions or 

specific academic content, often take up considerable amounts of time in the rehearsal (Caldwell, 

1980; Corbin, 1982).  Other talk, such as the use of a story or an image to depict a specific mood, 

can also be utilized to elicit a desired effect from the choral singers (Gonzo, 1977; Overturf, 

1985).  Gonzo (1977) identified three modes of instruction by which conductors approach 

musical tasks within a rehearsal setting.  The first mode of instruction is the cognitive mode, and 

it is the one where the conductor verbally explains the musical task in definitive, concrete terms, 

or technical language.  The second mode is the vocal model.  The third mode is also a verbal one, 

but rather than the cognitive approach with academic content, it is a psychological approach, 

using figurative language.  The conductor employs descriptive speech, such as metaphor, as a 

technique to elicit a mood or affect (Cornelius, 1982; Gonzo, 1977).  

“Pull the phrase---stretch it like taffy, chew those words like a good steak, the kind of 

freedom we want here is like water that ebbs and flows."  Phrases like the above are used 

by some choral directors as they attempt to help singers develop their vocal kill and 

musical understanding. Metaphor (defined here as any colorful descriptive, or imagery-

laden language) is what directors use when attempting to clarify an technical concept, 

diaphragmatic breathing, for example, or an equally abstract musical concept, line. In 

either case, metaphor can provide a concrete reference for an abstract concept that is 

difficult to comprehend fully. (Wis, 1999, p. 25). 

 Nonverbal Techniques.  Music educators have long been interested in the realm of 

nonverbal communication (Darrow, & Johnson, 2009; Fredrickson, Johnson & Robinson, 1998; 
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Grechesky, 1985; Kelly, 1997; Stauch, 1986; VanWeelden, 2002).  It has also been an area of 

interest for general educators, psychologists, anthropologists and sociologists alike (Argyle, 

1975; Davis,1979).  A lack of consensus between disciplines has been identified as a problem. 

However, there is agreement among numerous researcher that the nonverbal realm can be 

subdivided into several categories including: kinesis, proxemics, physical characteristics, 

touching behaviors, artifacts and environmental factors (Stauch, 1986).  Stauch concluded that 

the kinesic behaviors referred to motions of the body that include gestures and movements of the 

head, body, feet and legs (1986).  Other nonverbal behaviors may also include facial expressions, 

eye movement and posture (Druckman, Rozelle & Baxter, 1982; Knapp and Hall, 2006).  Knapp 

and Hall (2006) classified nonverbal behaviors into physical environment, spatial environment, 

communicator's physical characteristics, and body movement and position.  The conducting 

gesture accordingly would fall into the last category of body movement and position, which 

includes: gestures, posture, touching behaviors, facial expressions and eye behavior (Knapp & 

Hall, 2006). 

 Utilizing analyses of nonverbal behaviors as a means of evaluating teacher effectiveness 

is an accepted research practice (Johnson & Darrow 2008; Kelly, 1997). Specific nonverbal 

behaviors, such as posture, eye contact or facial expressions, were shown to play an important 

role in determining a conductor's ability by ensemble members prior to rehearsals (Fredrickson, 

Johnson & Robinson, 1998).  Johnson, Darrow and Eason (2008) determined that a strong 

relationship did exist among music teachers' nonverbal behaviors and their perceived 

effectiveness and rapport.  Skilled teachers utilized a greater percentage of appropriate nonverbal 

behaviors, which increased both their rapport with students and their teaching effectiveness.   

Understanding the nonverbal behaviors and implementing them into music teaching can be a 

means to increasing teacher effectiveness. 

 The facial expression as a source of information from a conductor is widely accepted, and 

deemed useful by choristers and outside evaluators as a source of approval and disapproval 

(Davis, 1998). The facial expression can also convey the mood of a piece or even the vowel 

shape desired by the conductor.  Argyle (1975) suggested that the face is widely considered one 

of the most important nonverbal sources of information.  Bartle (1998) suggested that the 

conductor's facial affect and overall attitude can influence the tone produced by the choir, 
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indicating that tension produces sharp singing, and a lax rehearsal causes young singers to lose 

concentration and therefore sing flat. 

 Of particular interest to ensemble technicians is the conducting gesture as a form of 

nonverbal communication, especially as it relates to efficiency and effectiveness of rehearsal 

(Gentry & Harden, 2008; Poch, 1982). Conductors often utilize gestures to elicit a desired sound, 

even calling upon ensemble members to use gestures in the vocal production process.  Making 

circles with the hands or pulling the sound through the air typify techniques employed to engage 

the body in the vocalization process, and the psychoacoustic, phenomenological effects are often 

times immediate.  Wis (1999) related the conducting gesture to a physical metaphor, meaning 

that the physical gesture in some way gives a physical representation to a musical concept.  

Examples of such physical metaphors could be a pulling up motion to counter poor intonation, or 

a throwing motion to project sound further.  These motions are not limited only to the conductor, 

but can also be adopted by the singers as well.   A suggested repertoire of gestures includes 

directional pointing, a spiral gesture, placing hands on the face, throwing darts, and karate chops.  

Many choral conductors use student motions to accompany vocal tasks, and anecdotal evidence 

suggests doing so can be advantageous to the final results in performance (Archibeque 2009; 

Eichenberger & Thomas, 1994).  

 Ford (2001) explored the implications for nonverbal communication in the conducting 

gesture with interference in conducting, emblems and pantomimes, iconics and metaphoric 

gestures.  Interference refers to gestures that are contrary to the musical intent.  Often times, 

conductors must teach the ensemble to ignore the gesture to elicit a desired response, as is the 

case when asking for a legato line, but providing a forceful, choppy gesture.  Emblems and 

pantomimes mimic gestures that accompany specific actions with known messages, such as 

placing the fingers to the lips for a hushed sound, or the act of pulling a tissue from a box.  

Iconics "are closely related to the actual thought and the semantic content of speech," such as 

pointing up to show direction.  Metaphoric gestures present imagery that is abstract in nature, 

and are usually more vague and require some verbal explanation (Ford, 2001).  Because 

conductors engage in nonverbal communication, the knowledge of nonverbal communication 

can impact the gesture, and provide a greater understanding and awareness of messages 

conveyed through the gesture. 
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 The use of movement with music is a pedagogical approach to engage students in a 

kinesthetic experience that utilizes separate mental processes from auditory ones.  (Radocy & 

Boyle, 2004).  Rohwer (1998) found that movement instruction had no significant difference 

with regard to steady beat perception, however it did enhance synchronization and performance 

of steady beat with significant gains.  Persellin (1992) reported that responses to rhythm patterns 

when presented to children through auditory, visual and kinesthetic modalities found no 

significant differences to exist except for the first grade visual only treatment, which scored 

significantly lower than all other treatments.  It could be inferred that all modalities of 

presentation are effective.  

 With regard to singer placement, spatial patterns and proximity have been studied to 

determine achievement levels, perceptions and preference (Daugherty, 1999, 2003; Eckholm, 

2000; Lambson, 1961).  In the 2000 study by Eckholm, acoustic seating according to Weston 

Noble's tradition positively affected the evaluations of choral performance, individual vocal 

production, chorister's vocal comfort ratings and chorister's choral sound ratings.   Dougherty 

(1999) found that auditor results indicated consistently significant preference for spread spacing 

of choristers, but no consistent preference for formation.  Choristers also thought that spread 

spacing improved vocal production.  Aspaas, Mcrae, Morris and Fowler (2004) found no 

significant differences in spectral analysis of choral performance based upon choir formation 

(blocked sectional, mixed and column sectional formations), but that preferences did exist by 

conductors and choristers alike.   

 Vocal Modeling. Teaching through modeling or learning by imitation is arguably the 

oldest instructional methodology in existence.  It is a well-established behavioral principle that 

has guided the survival of the human species over thousands of years.  Aristotle believed that 

imitation was an innate characteristic of man, the most imitative living creature who learns early 

lessons through imitation.  Imitation in music is a natural occurrence.  Just as it is in language 

acquisition, music language learning begins with the aural tradition of mimicry.  Madsen, Greer 

and Madsen (1975) defined modeling with specific regards to music teaching and learning as a 

presentation that may occur through a live or recorded medium that may later be imitated by the 

observer.  Grimland (2005) operationally defined modeling as a teacher generated or delegated 

act of demonstration.  Dickey reviewed research that included using appropriate and 
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inappropriate models as well as live and recorded models, and he surmised that providing models 

in music instruction facilitates increased musical discrimination skills in students (Dickey, 1992).  

 Research in instrumental modeling with regards to the tone quality of student 

performance has been evidenced in the literature for over thirty years. Sang (1987) identified 

tone quality as a demonstration of basic musical performance behavior, one of four factors 

essential to the effective use of modeling in music instruction.  The remaining factors include: 

demonstration of musical nuance, i.e., phrasing or vibrato; demonstration of musically related 

behaviors, such as posture or embouchure; and demonstration of correct and incorrect 

performance behaviors as synthesized via aural discrimination, i.e., incorrect student 

performance imitation and a contrasting correct model to provide for gross discrimination.   

 Many of the studies in modeling for instrumental classrooms have dealt primarily with 

the use of a live model during the course of instruction. However the use of the recorded model 

is also an area of interest (Dickey, 1991, 1992; Rosenthal, 1984; Woody, 1999, 2003). When a 

recorded instrumental model was used, student performances had significant improvement in 

tone color and overall musicality (Sang, 1987; Hewitt, 2001).  A recorded professional level 

model utilized in piano instruction also yielded increased accuracy and musicality in student 

performances (Woody, 1999, 2003).   Rosenthal (1984) examined the use of recorded models 

with and without added verbal instructions.  She determined that the use of a recorded model 

alone did effect university level woodwind and brass performances in terms of rhythmic and 

pitch accuracy, tempo and dynamics.  However, the use of the recorded model had no significant 

effect on phrasing. 

 Regarding the quality of the teacher model, Hellman conducted a study in 2002 on the 

effect of instructor's major/instrument on student melodic imitation scores and tone quality.  

Students who played the same instrument as their teacher obtained significantly higher scores on 

overall performance quality than the students playing other instruments. Sang (1987) examined 

the use of teacher modeling and found that the ability of teachers to model well on their primary 

instrument correlated with student achievement.  In addition, teachers who demonstrated greater 

modeling abilities utilized this technique more often.  Hewitt (2005) studied the effects of model 

timbre and register differences on middle school brass and woodwind performance and found no 

significant differences between performances.  However, modeling in the instrumental classroom 

is not directly parallel to modeling in the choral classroom.   
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 Vocal modeling with regards to student singing achievement (namely, pitch matching) 

has dominated the literature on vocal modeling, and specific regards to tone quality or aesthetic 

quality of performance is still largely unexplored.  Green (1990) investigated the effects of vocal 

modeling on the pitch matching accuracy of elementary children.  Using an adult female model, 

an adult make model, and a child model, 282 subjects were tested three times each matching 

pitch to each model.  The source of the model did affect pitch-matching accuracy, favoring the 

child model followed by the adult female and male models, respectively.  Tatem (1990) found 

that students in kindergarten through the third grade had greater accuracy when presented with a 

female vocal model versus resonator bell timbre.   

 Modeling with regards to preference and aptitude has shown to be an effective teaching 

strategy (Baker, 1980; Mann, 2008; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003). Baker (1980) studied the effect 

of appropriate and inappropriate in-class song performance models on performance preference of 

third and fourth grade students, and she found that favored musical performances were affected 

by the teacher's demonstration.  Rutkowski and Miller (2003) investigated the effects of 

modeling in conjunction with teacher feedback (specific or generic) on first-graders use of 

singing voice and developmental music aptitude.  Although no significant differences were 

found between experimental groups, results did favor the use of specific feedback with modeling 

(Rutkowski & Miller, 2003). 

 Vocal modeling as a teaching technique within the ensemble rehearsal is commonly used.  

Bartle (1988) suggested that children learn to sing through imitation, and that the role model for 

the choir is the conductor.  The conductor is therefore, the model for the students, and the voice 

of the conductor should be resonant, forward, and relaxed, with minimal vibrato and flawless 

intonation. Further, she suggests the piano is not a good model for the child voice or for 

developing choral tone.  In examining modeling within the choral rehearsal, Watkins (1986) 

investigated the use of modeling as well as technical and metaphorical language on student 

attentiveness. Modeling accounted for 27.8% of time engaged in instruction, and resulted in 

greater student on-task behavior as compared to other verbal instructions.  Mann (2008) 

concluded that vocal modeling in the choral setting had a significant positive effect on group 

music achievement and student attitudes, but that speech directed modeling had a negative effect.  

Findings support the use of the vocal model as an effective teaching practice within the choral 

ensemble setting (Mann, 2008). 
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 The source of the vocal model has been a means of debate over the years, with   

conflicting results in the literature regarding student achievement.  Gender of teacher has long 

been scrutinized, especially when teaching the very young to match pitch.  Small and McCachern 

(1983) found that students who could match pitch regardless of model, matched to both male and 

female models.  Those who could not match pitch did not match to either model.  However, the 

results indicated a significant difference favoring the female model over the male model. 

Yarbrough, Bowers and Benson (1992) reported that responses to a non-vibrato model were the 

most consistent across three orders of presentations and yielded the most accurate results when 

matching pitch.  In the 1994 study, conducted by Hendley and Persellin, on the effect of model 

on vocal accuracy, differences were highly significant favoring modeling of the male falsetto 

over the tenor model, and greater still favoring the female model over the male model.  Green 

(1990) found that the type of model presented did have an effect on the accuracy of young 

children's pitch singing.  The most correct number of responses came from the child model, 

followed by the female and male models respectively. 

 Recent studies have explored utilizing modeling to teach beyond just correct pitches and 

rhythms, further exploring the effect of model on dynamics, phrasing and expression and 

aptitude. (Woody, 1999, 2003; Ebie, 2004).  Woody (1999) found that modeling did have 

significant effects on expressive piano playing with dynamic variations.  Ebie (2004) 

investigated the effects of vocal modeling on the expressive singing of middle school students 

and found that vocal modeling yielded statistical significance as a treatment group when coupled 

with the task of presenting emotions.  In his comparison of verbal instruction and nonverbal 

teacher-student modeling within instrumental ensembles, Dickey (1991) found that students in 

the modeling groups scored significantly higher on tests of ear to hand skills and kinesthetic 

skills than those students in the verbal groups.  Although much research exists in modeling in the 

music classroom, the paucity of research in modeling in a choral context has led some to further 

investigate modeling in this unique setting in order to provide an empirical basis for validating 

this ever present teaching technique (Mann, 2008).   

Summary 

 Of particular interest to this study are findings in literature that have isolated tone 

development within choral rehearsals.  Methods for healthy creation of tone by scientists and 

vocal pedagogues serve to guide choral pedagogy.  Use of vocal model, nonverbal techniques 
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and verbal instruction serve to delineate much information about conductor behavior in 

rehearsal. The purpose of this study is to examine the rehearsal techniques utilized and time 

allocated to the employment of such techniques of expert collegiate choral directors with regards 

to developing choral tone in the collegiate, community and honor choir settings. Rehearsals of 

four leading choral conductors were analyzed for amount of time spent in specific verbal, 

nonverbal and modeling techniques in three differing settings: the state level honor choir, the 

collegiate choir, and the community choir.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

METHOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 The purpose of this study was to examine the specific techniques employed by four 

expert collegiate choral conductors utilized to develop choral tone within the context of choral 

rehearsals across settings.  Two hours of unscripted rehearsals were video recorded from three 

different settings for each conductor: a collegiate choir, a community choir; and a state level 

honor choir.  Observed rehearsals were coded into four categories of conductor behaviors for 

analysis: verbal, nonverbal, vocal model and other.  Video data were analyzed for duration and 

percentage of time spent. Verbal instances were further classified as either figurative (utilizing 

imagery/metaphor) or technical (utilizing language specific to vocal technique), and vocal model 

instances were classified as either exemplar (what to do) or non-exemplar (what not to do).  

Frequency data were analyzed, and specific examples of verbal techniques were documented. 

Participants 

 Participants for this study included four successful collegiate choral directors, deemed so 

by experts in the field of choral music education and as evidenced by national and international 

acclaim.  A panel of three successful college level choral conductors with more than sixty years 

of combined experience recommended a list of candidates, and based upon availability, four 

conductors were selected as participants. Each participant has conducted collegiate choirs, 

community choirs, as well as state, regional and national level honor choirs in the United States 

and abroad. Each participant was contacted, given a brief, non-specific description of the study 

and invited to participate. Instructions to participants were simply to conduct rehearsal as usual, 

with no knowledge of the subject of analysis beyond basic rehearsal strategies. The conductors 

were initially told that the study was examining rehearsal techniques of expert collegiate choral 

directors so as to not bias the data. The researcher did not have direct contact with choral 

participants at any time during the recording process, nor were their identifiable images captured 

in the taping process. 

 Diverse choral settings were a variable of interest, so each participant was video-taped 

conducting three different choirs: a state level honor choir, a collegiate choir, and a community 
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based choir.  Conductor A was filmed conducting an all-state senior high mixed chorus, an 

undergraduate auditioned SATB choir and a community-based boy choir. Conductor B was 

filmed conducting a state level intercollegiate women's honor choir, an undergraduate auditioned 

SATB choir and a community-based children's treble choir. Conductor C was filmed conducting 

an all-state senior high women's chorus, a non-auditioned undergraduate SSAA choir and a 

community-based high school treble choir.  Conductor D was filmed conducting an all-state 

senior high mixed chorus, a graduate level auditioned SATB choir and a community based 

SATB choir of adults. 

Equipment 

 A digital video camera (Sony DCR-XR47) was used to record all rehearsals.  The camera 

was set up in the rear of the classroom or off to the side depending on accessibility to a power 

source, and focused solely on the conductor.  For two of the samples, pre-existing tape was used, 

and the formats were converted from VHS using the Sony DVR Recorder, converting to DVD 

and ultimately to QuickTime movie format. All videos were analyzed utilizing SCRIBE 4 

software on a Macbook computer. Video data was kept secure on a password protected external 

hard drive. 

Procedure  

 Pilot Study.  A pilot study with a separate collegiate conductor tested procedures and the 

SCRIBE analysis template before collecting data for the present study.  A choral conductor was 

videotaped rehearsing an undergraduate auditioned choral ensemble. Recordings were 

downloaded to the researcher’s computer and converted to a QuickTime movie format for use 

with SCRIBE observation software (Duke & Stammen, 2007).  

 Data Collection.  Video recording of each participant in each setting spanned the 2008-

2009 academic year, with the exception of two previously recorded events deemed acceptable by 

each of the conductors as representative examples of their teaching practices.  Due to the nature 

of the settings, the dates for video taping for the honor choirs were not flexible as they were tied 

to the dates of state conferences.  Video data were collected from the first rehearsals of each 

honor choir setting to maintain consistency between conductors.  The remaining data collection 

occurred during two separate rehearsals of the spring semester for the collegiate and community 

choirs.  The total recording time for each conductor was 100 to 120 minutes for each setting. 
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 Specific measures were taken to control for factors that could bias results.  The 

participants were not given specific instructions other than to conduct their rehearsals as usual 

and that the focus of the present study was on effective choral rehearsal techniques, so as not to 

bias their rehearsal activities. The honor choir footage was taken from the first rehearsal for each 

of the conductors to maintain consistency across conductors. Additional efforts made to reduce 

the effects of formal observation on the conductor and student behaviors included setting up the 

recording equipment prior to the arrival of any ensemble participants, focusing the camera only 

on the teacher, and avoiding direct contact with choristers during the recording process.   

 Data Conversion.  Data were recorded for each conductor in three settings, over the 

course of two semesters.  A Sony hard drive digital camera (DCR-SR47) was used to record 

rehearsals for each participant.  Data were stored an external hard drive, and converted to 

QuickTime video format for use in SCRIBE software.  Digital video clips were edited into five-

minute segments and coded with an alphanumeric code to signify subject and setting. 

Approximately two hours worth of data for each conductor in each setting was evaluated totaling 

260 five-minute video segments for all four conductors combined.  Each 5-minute segment was 

analyzed for content related to tone building techniques.  

 Data coding.  All teacher-initiated instructions or responses directly affecting the tone 

production process of a choir were labeled, classified and timed. All data collected were 

measured using SCRIBE software. SCRIBE: Simple Computer Recording Interface for 

Behavioral Evaluation (Duke & Stammen, 2007) is a program that allows for the measurement 

of time spent in specific observable behaviors from live or recorded video and audio sessions.  

For these four case studies, trained observers categorized conductor initiated rehearsal activities 

specifically targeting vocal tone development: verbal techniques, nonverbal techniques, or vocal 

modeling.  In addition to intervallic measurements, descriptive statistics are also calculated in 

SCRIBE, and data can be exported for further analysis in other programs.   

 The following codes were designated into SCRIBE and used in setting up the analysis 

template.  They were defined as: 

 

V - Verbal techniques, which referred to any teacher verbalizations that addressed vocal tone 

production. 
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N - Nonverbal techniques, which referred to any teacher motion that addressed vocal tone 

production. Because this category is subjective and requires the assessor to speculate, it was used 

only for observational and informational purposes.  

 

VM - Vocal Model, which referred to any use of a vocal model (teacher generated, student 

generated or recorded) to address vocal tone production.  

 

O - Other referred to any other teacher activity not related to vocal tone production, any student 

responses, preparation/transitional time or any other off-task activity. 

 

 After the initial data analysis was complete, it was deemed beneficial to qualify the types 

of verbal techniques and vocal models used, and additional frequency data were collected for 

each conductor in each setting regarding type of verbal incident (figurative or technical) and type 

of vocal model (exemplar or non-exemplar). 

 Data Analysis.  Data from each video sample were grouped into time spent in verbal 

techniques, nonverbal techniques, vocal modeling or other (see Figure 3.1). Time spent in each 

category was measured in units of seconds.  Twenty to twenty-four 5-minute samples for each of 

three settings (N=260) were analyzed in real time using an observation template created in 

SCRIBE.  Behavior coding was calculated utilizing mouse-controlled timers that corresponded 

with the behaviors categorized by the observer. 
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Figure 3.1. Teaching Sample Observation Window in SCRIBE 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 SCRIBE Observation Template 
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 Reliability.  In order to establish reliability, five graduate students in choral music 

education were selected to be reliability observers.  Each one was trained in SCRIBE data 

analysis and the operational definitions of the study, and 20% of the data was randomly selected 

and observed.  Inter-rater reliability for duration per category was calculated as .96 for verbal 

behaviors and .97 for vocal model utilizing the Spearman correlation coefficient.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 The purpose of this study was to examine the techniques used by expert collegiate choral 

directors to affect choral tone across three settings: the state level honor choir, the collegiate 

choir, and the community choir.  Techniques were categorized into four general areas: verbal, 

nonverbal, vocal model and other, and these rehearsal behaviors were recorded and coded using 

SCRIBE observation software. Observed rehearsal behaviors were analyzed for duration and 

mean percentages, but due to the subjective nature of the nonverbal behaviors, it was deemed 

necessary to eliminate the nonverbal variable from statistical analysis, as conductor intent could 

not be known for certain.  Another confounding aspect of conductor nonverbal behavior is that 

much of it occurs simultaneously with student performance.  Outside observers performed 

reliability testing on 20% of randomly selected rehearsal samples. Spearman coefficient results 

were high (r = 0.96 and r = 0.97 for verbal and vocal model respectively), suggesting internal 

consistency reliability for each category of observed behaviors.   

Research Question 1: What percentage of rehearsal time is devoted to tone development? 

 All four conductors spent considerable time in developing choral tone during rehearsals 

(See Table 4.1).  Conductor A had the widest range of percentages between settings spanning 

from 4.6% to 29.4 %.  Conductor B had the least differences between settings, with percentages 

ranging from 17.4% to 19.5%.  Conductor C had relatively little variation as well, with 12.0% to 

15.1% of total rehearsal time devoted to tone building techniques.  Conductor D spent between 

9.0% and 23.6% of total rehearsal time on tone building techniques. 

 Conductor A.  In the honor choir setting, a Senior High SATB All-State Choir, 

Conductor A spent 9.8 % of time utilizing verbal techniques and 2.7% of time utilizing vocal 

models, totaling 12.5 % of the entire rehearsal time.   With a collegiate mixed choir, Conductor 

A spent 4.4 % of time in verbal techniques and only 0.2% of time using vocal models, totaling 

4.6 %.  The community choir, which consisted of adolescent boys, yielded the greatest 

percentage of rehearsal time devoted to choral tone development: 21.8% of time in verbal 

techniques and 7.6 % in vocal modeling, totaling 29.4% of rehearsal.  The standard deviations 
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for verbal techniques (16.4-49.0) were much higher than were the standard deviations for 

modeling (1.2-18.4). 

 Conductor B.  Conductor B spent 8.4 % of time in verbal and 10.2% in vocal model in 

the honor choir setting, a Senior High SSAA All-State Choir, totaling 18.6% of total rehearsal 

time devoted to vocal tone production.  9.8 % and 7.6 % for verbal techniques and vocal 

modeling respectively, totaling 17.4% of rehearsal time was devoted to tone building techniques 

in the collegiate women's choir setting.  Conductor B spent a total of 19.5 % using tone building 

techniques with the community choir, consisting of fifteen to eighteen year old girls, spending 

8.3% of rehearsal time in verbal behaviors and 11.2% of rehearsal time in vocal modeling. 

Standard deviations were similar for both verbal and vocal modeling conditions. 

 Conductor C.  For Conductor C, the state level honor choir consisted of collegiate level 

women in an Intercollegiate SSAA ACDA Honor Choir.  10.0% of time was spent in verbal 

techniques and 5.1 % of time was devoted to vocal modeling, comprising 15.1% of rehearsal 

time.  Conductor C spent 14.1% of total rehearsal time in tone building techniques with the 

collegiate level mixed choir, 9.9% of time in verbal techniques and 4.2% of time in vocal 

modeling.  In the community choir setting of a children's choir, Conductor C spent 6.8% of time 

in verbal tone building behaviors and 5.2% in vocal modeling, totaling 12.0% of total rehearsal 

time.  Large standard deviations existed for the verbal condition, especially in the honor choir 

setting (SD=52.5). 

 Conductor D.  Conductor D spent 15.0 % of time utilizing verbal techniques and 8.6% 

of time utilizing vocal models, totaling 23.6 % of the entire rehearsal time devoted to tone 

building techniques in the honor choir setting, a Senior High SATB All-State Choir.   With a 

collegiate mixed choir, Conductor D spent 6.0 % of time in verbal techniques and 3.0 % of time 

using vocal models, totaling 9.0 %.  The community choir, an SATB choir made up of adults 

ranging in age from 18 through senior citizens, yielded 10.5% of time in verbal techniques (SD = 

43.5) and 2.3% in vocal modeling, totaling 12.8% of rehearsal time.   
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Table 4.1 

Means and Standard Deviations of Time Spent in Verbal and Vocal Model Tone Building 

Techniques in Seconds          
Conductor   Verbal    Vocal Model  Total 

   Mean  SD Percentage Mean SD Percentage        Percentage  

Conductor A 

Honor Choir  29.4 40.3 9.8%   8.0 7.7 2.7%  12.5% 

College Choir  13.3 16.4 4.4%   0.5 1.2 0.2%    4.6%  

Community Choir 65.5 49.0 21.8%             22.7      18.4 7.6%  29.4 % 

Results of Analysis      p < .01             p < .01 

Conductor B  

Honor Choir  25.2 20.8 8.4%  30.7 24.9 10.2%  18.6% 

College Choir  29.5 23.6 9.8%  22.7 17.5   7.6%  17.4% 

Community Choir 24.9 22.6 8.3%  33.7 15.6 11.2%  19.5% 

Results of Analysis      p > .05              p > .05 

Conductor C 

Honor Choir  30.1 51.5 10.0%  15.4 17.2   5.1%  15.1% 

College Choir  29.7 34.8   9.9%  12.7 11.5   4.2%  14.1% 

Community Choir 20.4 23.6   6.8%  15.6 18.5   5.2%  12.0% 

Results of Analysis      p > .05              p > .05 

Conductor D 

Honor Choir  44.9 33.5 15.0%  25.9 20.0   8.6%  23.6% 

College Choir  18.2 14.9 6.0%    8.9 11.0   3.0%    9.0%  

Community Choir 31.4 43.5 10.5%    6.8   8.3   2.3%  12.8% 

             p > .05              p < .05      

 

 

Research Question 2: What techniques do expert choral directors employ to develop choral 

tone? 

 In addition to time analysis of specific techniques, video recordings were also analyzed 

for frequency distributions of specific kinds of vocal models and verbal techniques.  Frequencies 

in each setting were recorded with respect to type of vocal model as an example of what to do 

(exemplar) or as an example of what not to do (non-exemplar) in addition to type of verbal 

technique as an incident of metaphor or imagery usage (figurative) or as an incident related to 

vocal pedagogy or voice science (technical).  (See Appendix A for specific examples of 

language usage.)  For each conductor, a greater percentage of time was spent in using exemplar 

models, but between 20 and 35 percent of vocal models were examples of what not to do, 

indicating that using this technique is important to give opportunities for gross discrimination to 
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occur.  Verbal techniques were more evenly distributed between imagery and/or metaphor and 

technical jargon, with conductors spending from 16 to 61 percent of verbal incidents using 

imagery and from 39 to 84 percent utilizing language specific to vocal technique.  A 2x3 Chi 

Square test revealed no significant differences between settings for each conductor for either 

types of verbal techniques or vocal model techniques, but significant differences were found 

between types of vocal models (exemplar versus non-exemplar) in all conductors and all settings 

except for conductor A with the collegiate choir and conductor D with the community choir (See 

Table 4.2).   There were no significant differences between types of verbal techniques 

(metaphor/imagery or technical jargon) in all except three conditions: Conductor B, Collegiate 

Choir, x
2
(1, N = 2) = 6.32, p < 0.05; Conductor C, Collegiate Choir, x

2
(1, N = 2) = 6.68, p < 0.05; 

and Conductor D, Community Choir, x
2
(1, N = 2) = 13.78, p < 0.01. (See Table 4.3). 

 

 

Table 4.2 

Frequencies of Vocal Model Incidents for Exemplar and Non-exemplar Models   

Conductor               Exemplar (%)          Non-exemplar (%)           x
2
   

Conductor A 

 Honor Choir  26 (72)   10 (28)   6.26*  

 Collegiate Choir 9 (75)   3 (25)   2.08  

 Community Choir 79 (80)   20 (20)             33.98**  

Conductor B 

 Honor Choir  73 (83)   15 (27)             36.92**  

 Collegiate Choir 64 (74)   22 (26)             19.54** 

 Community Choir 52 (72)   20 (28)             13.34** 

Conductor C 

 Honor Choir  52 (79)   14 (21)             20.74** 

 Collegiate Choir 45 (71)   18 (29)             10.74** 

 Community Choir 68 (76)   21 (24)             23.78** 

Conductor D 

 Honor Choir  60 (65)   32 (35)   7.92** 

 Collegiate Choir 16 (80)   4 (20)   6.06* 

 Community Choir 27 (66)   14 (34)   3.52   

* p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Table 4.3 

Frequencies of Verbal Incidents for Figurative Language and Technical Language  

Conductor    Figurative (%)  Technical (%)         x
2
   

Conductor A 

 Honor Choir  42 (61)   27 (39)    2.84   

 Collegiate Choir 13 (52)   12 (48)    0   

 Community Choir 47 (51)   45 (49)    0.02  

Conductor B 

 Honor Choir  14 (37)   24 (63)    2.14  

 Collegiate Choir 8 (26)   23 (74)    6.32*  

 Community Choir 6 (33)   12 (64)    1.38  

Conductor C 

 Honor Choir  18 (41)   26 (59)    1.12  

 Collegiate Choir 17 (31)   37 (69)    6.68*  

 Community Choir 29 (49)   20 (51)    1.3  

Conductor D 

 Honor Choir  52 (52)   48 (48)    0.1  

 Collegiate Choir 5 (33)   10 (64)    1.06  

 Community Choir 5 (16)   27 (84)    13.78*   

* p < .016 

 

 

 Nonverbal techniques were also recorded for duration in seconds, and means and 

standard deviations are reported for each conductor and each setting. Table 4.4 shows mean time 

and standard deviations of time spent using nonverbal techniques that address vocal tone quality.  

It should be noted that while these percentages indicate the amount of rehearsal time used in 

nonverbal techniques, the majority of those nonverbal behaviors occurred concurrently with 

student performance. 
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Table 4.4 

Means and Standard Deviations of Time Spent in Nonverbal Tone Building Techniques  

Conductor   Time (in seconds) Spent in Nonverbal Techniques  

     Mean   SD  Percentage   

Conductor A 

 Honor Choir   60.6  10.3  20.2 

 College Choir            128.4    8.7  42.8 

 Community Choir  37.3    5.1  12.4 

Conductor B  

 Honor Choir   67.9  13.1  22.6 

 College Choir   96.4    9.2  32.1 

 Community Choir           114.7  13.7  38.2 

Conductor C 

 Honor Choir   28.5    5.3    9.0 

 College Choir   30.7    7.3  10.2 

 Community Choir  55.7  10.9  18.6 

Conductor D 

 Honor Choir   46.8  10.1  15.6 

 College Choir   34.9    8.6  11.6 

 Community Choir  47.3    7.8  15.8    

  

 

 

Research Question 3: Does the setting or ensemble type affect the amount of time spent 

developing choral tone? 

 Kruskal-Wallis Tests for three independent samples were conducted to evaluate 

differences between the three rehearsal settings (Honor, Collegiate, and Community) on time 

spent utilizing tone-building techniques in both verbal and vocal model conditions for each 

conductor (See Table 4.1). For conductor A, results indicate a significant difference in both 

conditions: verbal condition, x
2
(2, N = 22) = 21.55, p < 0.01; and vocal model condition, x

2
(2, N 

= 22) = 27.65, p < 0.01. Post Hoc pair-wise comparisons amongst the three groups were 

completed utilizing the Mann Whitney U test, with adjustments made to the alpha level via the 

Bonferroni approach to protect against Type I error. 

 Results indicate a significant difference among all three pair-wise groupings of vocal 

model: honor choir and collegiate choir, z = 3.96, p < .01; collegiate choir and community choir, 

z = -4.4, p < .01; and honor choir and community choir, z = -2.78, p < .01.  No significant 

difference was found in the verbal condition between honor choir and collegiate choir conditions, 
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z = 1.35, p > .05, but a significant difference was found between collegiate choir and community 

choir, z = -4.45, p < .01, as well as between honor choir and community choir, z = -3.2, p < .01.  

The setting did have an effect on the time spent building tone with verbal and vocal model 

techniques for conductor A.  For conductors B and C, results indicated no significant differences 

with regards to setting for either vocal model or verbal techniques.  

 Conductor D had significant differences between settings of vocal model techniques, 

x
2
(2, N = 20) = 7.06, p < .05, but no significant differences were found between settings of time 

use of verbal techniques, x
2
(2, N = 20) = 4.99, p >.05.  Post Hoc analysis revealed significance 

between the honor choir and the collegiate choir setting,  

z = 2.29, p < .05, significance between the honor choir and the community choir setting,  

z = 2.26, p < .05, and no significance between the collegiate and the community choir settings. 

Summary  

 The amount of time spent in tone building techniques varied by conductor and by setting, 

however similarities did exist between similar groups.  The percentage of rehearsal time spent in 

verbal and vocal modeling tone building techniques for Conductor A was 12.5 % for the honor 

choir setting, 4.6 % for the collegiate choir setting and  

29.4 % for the community choir setting.  The percentage of rehearsal time spent in verbal and 

vocal modeling tone building techniques for Conductor B was 18.6 % for the honor choir setting, 

17.4 % for the collegiate choir setting and 19.5 % for the community choir setting.  The 

percentage of rehearsal time spent in verbal and vocal modeling tone building techniques for 

Conductor C was 15.1 % for the honor choir setting, 14.1 % for the collegiate choir setting and 

12.0 % for the community choir setting.  The percentage of rehearsal time spent in verbal and 

vocal modeling tone building techniques for Conductor D was 23.6 % for the honor choir setting, 

9.0 % for the collegiate choir setting and 12.8 % for the community choir setting. 

 Expert choral conductors utilize both technical and figurative language when speaking 

about vocal tone production.  In all but three conditions, there were no significant differences 

between the usage of metaphor or imagery and technical jargon related to vocal technique.  For 

conductors B and C, significantly more verbal incidents were technical in the collegiate choir 

setting.  For Conductor D, significantly more verbal incidents were technical in the community 

choir setting.  Exemplar and non-exemplar vocal models were used by each of the conductors in 

each of the settings, with the exemplar models far out numbering the non-exemplar ones.  In all 
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but two cases, results were significantly different.  Nonverbal techniques were also utilized 

during the course of student performance to affect tone, however because the conductors' intent 

could not be certain, this variable was only considered for informational purposes (See Appendix 

C).   

 The amount of time spent on tone development was consistent across settings for 

conductors B and C but not for conductors A and D.  Conductor A spent significantly  

different time developing choral tone in each of the settings, while conductor D spent 

significantly more time developing tone only in the honor choir setting.  While these results are 

conflicting, it seems that setting does impact the amount of time spent developing tone with 

certain conductors.  Developmental choirs or honor choirs that do not meet regularly as intact 

ensembles may need additional time spent on choral tone development to achieve the desired 

tonal ideal of certain conductors. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 A primary goal of choral conductors is to elicit a beautiful tone from the choir he or she 

conducts.  The purpose of the present study was to observe four experts in the choral field and to 

qualify and quantify the techniques they employed to specifically address vocal tone production 

within several different rehearsal contexts.  Apart from the distinct nonverbal cues, in terms of 

facial expression, conducting gesture, physical appearance, and so forth (which arguably do 

account for much of the communication in a choral rehearsal) what did these experts do or say to 

change the way sounds were being produced in their rehearsals?  How much time was dedicated 

to vocal tone production? What specific techniques, language and modeling types were 

preferred?  Did the ensemble sophistication or ability affect how much time was spent or the 

types and frequency of techniques employed?   

 Upon observation of all four participants, two preferred methods of instruction regarding 

tone development emerged as either verbalizations or vocal models.  Vocal models were further 

categorized as demonstrations of appropriate vocal production or demonstrations of 

inappropriate vocal production.  The vocal models utilized by all four conductors included 

desired vowel shape and color, vibrato rates and resonance or tone placement.  Vocal models 

also included examples of what not to do in terms of vowel shape, rate of vibrato and resonance 

or tone placement.  Nonverbal communication did function to affect choral tone, and further 

study is warranted. 

Time spent in tonal development 

 Depending on the setting and conductor, the time spent devoted to tone building ranged 

from 4.6% of total rehearsal time to 29.4%.  The reasons for such disparity can be attributed to 

many factors.  For Conductor A, much of the rehearsal time for the state level honor choir was 

dedicated to learning music, so that even obtaining 12.5% of time in vocal tone development was 

intriguing.  The collegiate setting was highly auditioned to select singers based primarily on 

vocal tone, plus observation taping occurred in the latter part of the year.  These factors could 
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account for so little time devoted to tone building.  The foundation of proper vocal production 

was well established and part of the choral culture idiosyncratic to the specific college in which 

the conductor was employed.  The community choir was in its infancy, and consisted of 

adolescent boys.  It seems appropriate that almost one-third of rehearsal would be dedicated to 

proper vocal instruction.   

 Conductor B was the most consistent across settings in terms of time spent developing 

tone, but those settings were also most similar, so this finding was not surprising.  The honor 

choir was an All-State high school women's choir, the college choir was a non-auditioned 

women's choir, and the community choir was an auditioned choir of high school girls.  All three 

groups were SSAA voicing, and were similar in age range and level of ability.  Conductor C was 

also consistent across settings in terms of ratios of time spent in each of the techniques and also 

very close in terms of total time spent.  The honor choir and the collegiate choir for Conductor C 

both consisted of college level music majors, while the community choir was made up of 

younger, auditioned treble voices.  The time of taping for the college and community groups was 

late in the concert season, which could account for less time being spent in both of those settings. 

 Conductor D spent the most time developing tone with the state level honor choir.  This 

finding appeared to be a result of regional differences in tone quality preference and conductor 

preference.  The least amount of time was spent in tone development with the collegiate choir, 

which was comprised of graduate level music majors, with the community choir not significantly 

different from the college choir.  This finding might reflect the fact that the community choir was 

preparing a large major work and much of the rehearsal time was spent addressing new material.  

Plus, many graduate students also held membership in the community choir, so they brought the 

conductor's preferred tonal sound with them.  

 For all conductors in all settings, the greatest amount of time spent dedicated to building 

choral tone was in the warm up process.  Great care was taken by all four conductors to establish 

the tonal ideal at the beginning of the rehearsal, so as to maximize rehearsal efficiency when 

rehearsing literature.  Although frequent reminders often occurred throughout the rehearsal, the 

majority of time spent building tone happens during the first fifteen to twenty minutes of 

rehearsal, which is to be expected as the typical rehearsal usually commences with a vocal warm 

up process.  While professional singers and advanced choral singers do not automatically expect 
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a warm up, these four experts support the literature that calls for vocal training in choral 

rehearsal via a warm up. 

 Examination of the time spent developing choral tone provided interesting and 

conflicting results. However, findings that at first glance seem contradictory actually reflect the 

influence of other variables.  In particular, singer sophistication and level of experience greatly 

impacted the amount of time spent by conductors on tone.  When observing conductor behavior 

across similar groups, a smaller range of differences becomes apparent, and the differences that 

do exist are likely explained by time of year (early or late in the semester) and also by singer 

population (college: auditioned vs. non-auditioned, undergraduate vs. graduate, school choral 

culture, etc…). 

Techniques employed in tonal development 

 Verbal.  All four conductors utilized verbal instructions regarding vocal tone production, 

with language ranging from the figurative to the technical in all settings, and no significant 

differences between language types in all but three cases.  Each conductor utilized figurative 

language such as imagery or metaphor in addition to technical language regarding tone 

production.  Each conductor demonstrated knowledge of vocal pedagogy and choral pedagogy as 

evidenced by the specific instructions utilized. (See Appendix A for expanded table of verbal 

examples).   

 All of the conductors expected excellent posture from their singers, and this was 

consistently established at the beginning of the rehearsal.  An example of verbal technique 

specifically related to posture was, "You must sit with good posture to create good sounds."  One 

conductor even modeled correct posture while explaining how to sit correctly by coming down 

from the podium to illustrate this important concept. 

Verbal behaviors regarding posture from all four conductors were consistent with the literature in 

vocal pedagogy and choral pedagogy. 

 When addressing respiration, comments included, "down and out with the breath to keep 

a sustained legato line," "With your hands on your ribs, blow out all of your air, breathe into 

your hands," and "Would you take a silent, low breath when you inhale so we don't hear you 

breathe?"  While many of the comments did not use lengthy, complicated explanations with 

reference to muscular functions, the functional knowledge of respiration was apparent in all four 
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conductors' verbal comments, and made up approximately one-fourth of all technical verbal 

comments. 

 Comments regarding vocal onset included, "onset on the breath," and "can you do it 

without the glottal attack?" Each conductor obviously desired balanced onset, and did not accept 

harsh or weak entrances from any of the choirs.  Sustention of sound was often addressed as a 

function of breath energy, and specific examples of comments include, "keep it connected to the 

breath," and "support the sound."  One comment related to release of sound used was, "inhale as 

you release."  

 Approximately half of all technical verbal comments were directly related to resonance. 

Vowel shape, tone placement, lip and tongue position and space were frequently addressed, and 

specific comments included, "Throats open, soft palates lifted, there's the resonance!" and, "we're 

trying to create the chiaroscuro, the blend between the bright and the dark."  Because vocal tone 

is so closely linked to vowel and resonance, these findings are expected and reflect current 

practice supported by vocal and choral pedagogy. 

 Verbal techniques that employed imagery and metaphor were often used to create a mood 

that would translate into a desired choral sound. Phrases such as "it's a beautiful, cold night, far 

away," "the angels are coming closer, and closer, " and  "a very austere sound, but peaceful," 

were used to elicit a tonal response from the choir.    

 Sometimes images were used in reference to weight of tone.  Comparing lightness of 

sound to a helium balloon or heaviness of sound to a sumo wrestler placed an image in the mind 

of the singers, and the physical reaction to that mental image caused a change the vocal 

production.  Conductors also used other musical sounds as referents, to try to change the vocal 

production to mimic the sound of another instrument.  "Clearer, like a well-played flute," or 

"imagine your voice is a harpsichord," are examples of such reference statements.  Another 

common statement made to elicit a more connected, legato line is "I need you to bow your 

voices," as in bowing a stringed instrument.   

 Vocal Model.  Use of vocal models was consistent among all conductors and across all 

settings.  Although the exemplar vocal model was used significantly more so than the non-

exemplar vocal model, 26% of all vocal models were non-exemplar, suggesting that utilizing a 

non-example is an effective teaching strategy to allow for evaluation and synthesis to occur.  The 

majority of vocal models dealt with vowel shape and resonance quality, though some did 
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demonstrate proper breath support, balanced phonation and rates of vibrato.  Although time spent 

in vocal modeling was not significantly different than time spent in verbal techniques for two of 

the conductors, the frequencies of vocal models greatly outnumbered the frequencies of verbal 

incidents, suggesting that the vocal model may be a more efficient method for teaching specific 

tonal concepts.  It is interesting to note that one conductor of the four did not claim voice as 

his/her primary instrument, and this may be confounding variable that was not taken into account 

prior to the study. 

 Nonverbal.  Because the intent of the conductor could not be known, it was deemed 

necessary to eliminate the nonverbal variable from statistical analysis. Although the time usage 

of nonverbal techniques was not ultimately analyzed, it is important to consider the nonverbal 

techniques utilized and their possible impact on tone development.  Each of the four conductors 

employed similar nonverbal behaviors regarding facial expressions, arm and hand gestures, 

posture and proximity.  Two of the conductors also varied singer placement and positioning 

during the course of the taping, which does not account for singer positioning in the ensembles 

prior to any taping.  Specific positioning of singers included movement by rows, and by 

movement of individual singers within sections to create a more homogenous sound.  The 

nonverbal technique of changing proximity was most often utilized when a conductor was 

moving toward or away from the ensemble or a particular section in conjunction with hand and 

arm gesture to perhaps intensify the effect of the specific hand or arm gesture. 

 Specific arm gestures included moving upwards or outwards, making circular or 

sweeping motions, and increasing the space between the arm and the body with rounded elbows.  

Specific hand gestures included spinning fingers, lifting the hand in an arched fashion, pointing 

up or out, circling the fingers around the mouth, lifting the hand beside the face, and making 

circular motions with the hands.  It seems that each of the gestures had specific intent with 

regards to the sound being produced.  The spinning fingers could have been interpreted as an 

instruction to energize the sound.  The lifted, arched hand shape mimics the position of the soft 

palate in the mouth, and could be construed as an indication for singers to create more space in 

the mouth. Upward moving gestures, particular the pointing gesture often accompanied flat 

singing, so as to provide a visual cue to counter under-pitch singing.  

 Facial expressions mimicking the vowel shape were often present, perhaps to provide a 

visual picture of vowel shape the conductor wanted emulated by the singers.  Shaping the lips, 
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creating space in the buccal cavity, and placing the fingers near the lips to illustrate the shape of 

the vowel were some of the more prominent facial behaviors observed.  Each of the four 

conductors also employed a great variety of facial affects and expressions, including lifting the 

eyebrows, widening the opening of the eyes, and maintaining the expression of inhalation [shape 

of the vowel] throughout the duration of a musical phrase. 

 Postural considerations included adjusting posture to either lengthen or widen stance 

through the position of the feet and legs, lengthening of the spine, or expanding the rib cage.  

The conductors also varied the amount of space between the arm and the trunk, curving the 

elbows, wrists and hands.  Curved gestures tended to mimic the round shapes elicited from the 

ensembles, and coincided with round vowels.  Further study of conductor nonverbal behaviors 

with regards to vocal tone development is warranted.  An additional step that can clarify any 

misinterpretations of gestures would be to interview each of the conductors while watching the 

rehearsal to ask for specific intent.   

Ensemble setting in tonal development 

 Ensemble setting did seem to affect amount of time spent developing tone for two of the 

conductors in this study.  Conductor A had the greatest demographic disparity between settings, 

and also had the widest range of time spent building tone across all three settings.  Conductor B 

had the least demographic disparity among settings and the smallest range of time spent 

developing tone across settings.  Conductor C also had groups with fewer differences, while 

Conductor D had one group differing from the other two.   One conclusion that can be inferred is 

developmental choirs comprised of beginning singers require more time in building choral tone.  

Also, choirs from a specific geographical location may have regional influences on tone that 

require more time to alter.   

Conclusions  

 While similarities abound among the four expert conductors there were individual 

differences based on setting, singer and conductor variables. Important findings of similarities 

include: 

 

1. Expert choral conductors working nationally and internationally demonstrate some knowledge 

of voice science, and extensive knowledge of vocal pedagogy and choral pedagogy across 

settings as evidenced by the use of technical language in the rehearsal setting.  
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2. Expert conductors devote considerably more time, some significantly so, when developing 

young/inexperienced singers. 

 

3. Vocal modeling, both exemplar and non-exemplar (to demonstrate tonal comparison) is a 

technique employed by all four expert conductors.  Modeling what not to do seems to be an 

effective and efficient way to help novice singers discriminate and synthesize proper vocal tone.  

This technique was often accompanied by humor to build rapport amongst ensemble members. 

 

4. All four expert conductors employ the use of technical language regarding vocal tone 

development, specifically underscoring knowledge of vocal and choral pedagogy.  Toward 

achieving this skill among pre-service choral educators, teacher certification programs should 

require specific training in vocal science, vocal pedagogy and choral pedagogy beyond studio 

instruction.  If students are to be held accountable for tonal development skill, they need transfer 

opportunities while preparing to teach. 

 

5. All four expert conductors employ the use of figurative language/metaphor to elicit a desired 

quality of sound relating to mood, tone color, tonal weight or articulation.   

 

6.  All four expert conductors were unyielding when working on vowel unification, which 

underscores the literature that links vowels to resonance and intonation.   

 

Recommendations for Further Study 

 Vocal tone has been studied by vocal scientists, choral conductors, vocal pedagogues and 

choral music education researchers.  Due to the limited empirical choral work currently 

available, there is a great need for continued examination of multiple aspects of tone 

development research.  Recommendations for further study include: 

 

1. An exploratory study of nonverbal behaviors in relation to choral tone. 
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2. A controlled study of the effect nonverbal alone versus nonverbal coupled with verbal or 

modeling on perceived tone quality of choral ensembles. 

 

3. The creation of an undergraduate training protocol for teaching choral tone to enhance teacher 

effectiveness at the undergraduate level. 

 

4. An examination of expert conductor data for pacing and other rehearsal behaviors other than 

tone development.  (The literature supports the idea that effective teaching is a composite effect 

of numerous musical and pedagogical variables.) 

 

5. A survey of teachers on current tone building practices as a function of choir demographic, 

i.e., voicing, age level, audition vs. non-auditioned, etc… 

 

 Vocal tone development is important for all choral educators, but it is of particular 

interest to pre-service teachers and leaders of choral teacher preparation programs.  If all aspects 

of a choir are excellent, but tone is poor, then the other fine work is negated.  Novice teachers 

simply must have skill at building tone.  Recommendations for further study could help structure 

teacher certification curriculum and increase awareness of choral tone building thereby raising 

the quality of choral tone in the ensembles of future generations of teachers. 
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APPENDIX  A 

 

EXAMPLES OF TONE BUILDING TECHNIQUES 

 

 

 

 

 

Verbal Examples Utilizing Figurative Language   

The voice needs to ride this cushion of air. 

It's like you walk into the room and smell some really good food. 

Spinning all the way through the sound. 

Sing more like a chamber group. 

Imagine your voice is a harpsichord. 

Bounce like a ballerina, not a sumo [wrestler]. 

You need lightness of sound like a helium balloon. 

We need a transparency of sound. 

More pucker in your [u] vowel. 

Very light, take about ten pounds of weight off that sound. 

Have you ever played Jacks? You are all going to play jacks with your voices. 

Jacks ball, ping pong ball, tennis ball, softball, dodge ball. 

Don't just think size, also think density. 

Now you see how the imagination has to work. 

I need you to bow your voices. 

We can sing fully without singing heavily. 

Give me a good kiss on the [u]. 

No flutter, no edge, more breath energy, less weight. 

Try not to chew, less chewy. 

This time I want you to imagine a rubber band, as you ascend the back is going to stretch. 

Liquid, stretchy, warm sound. 

This is a sigh motive that has to sigh. 

Imagine a big wad of bubble gum, chew and hum. 

It's a beautiful, cold night, far away. 

Feel like you are going to bite an apple. 
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The angels are coming closer, and closer. 

A very austere sound, but peaceful.The chords just sort of blossom. 

I'm still lifting, I've got to get that apple in my mouth. 

Imagine a tree, and each entrance is an offshoot of a branch. 

You are tired, and roaming. 

Like a cat has whiskers, like a handlebar moustache. 

Pull it like taffy. 

Pretend like you're drinking water. 

Pucker up like a fish. 

Sing it like a kindergartener, now sing it like an 8 year old, a ten year old. 

You are all professional young singers, at the age of thirteen. 

Sing fully, up in your high voice. 

Feel like the sound is coming out of your cheekbones. 

Clearer, like a well-played flute. 

Get as round as you can. 

Almost like you have hot potatoes in your mouth. 

Thread the needle with your sound. 

Make it a bull's eye, open your eyes, biggest richest sound. 

Don’t sound like the old lady. 

At the top, think lots of that inside space. 

Keep thinking the elf in the [o]. 

Can it have a sense of going somewhere? 

Too much back in it – go through second gear. 

Whenever you sing soft it takes more energy, remember our swan? 

Great big breath under that tiny little sound  
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Verbal Examples Utilizing Technical Language 

 

You must sit with good posture to create good sounds. 

Drop your jaw and approach it [the pitch] the right way. 

Onset on the breath. 

Keep it connected to the lower body. 

Keep it [the vowel] the same all the way down as on the way up. 

Keep the breath moving even on the way down. 

On the way down, the space lowers. 

Allow yourself space at the top. 

The clearer you make the vowel the better our pitch will become. 

Start with space to begin with. 

Keep a low-center of gravity for breathing.  

Keep more space and lift inside the mouth. 

Down and out with the breath to keep a sustained legato line. 

Keep the integrity of the vowel, and take the breath in the shape of the vowel. 

Think [i]. sing [a] (to bring the placement forward). 

Mix in falsetto (registration). 

Your [u] needs more space. 

The [i] is made by the tongue. 

Would you take a silent, low breath when you inhale so we don't hear you breathe?  

Open your throat, especially breathing through your mouth and your nose. 

Make sure your soft palate stays lifted as you inhale. 

Connect the breath from note to note. 

Make sure you breathe the shape of the vowel. 

Throats open, soft palates lifted, there's the resonance! 

We're trying to create the chiaro-schuro, the blend between the bright and the dark. 

Do you feel that this is lifted? (points to the mask region). 

No chin moving in this direction (models jutting chin out and down). 

Can you do it without the glottal attack? 

Really give me head voice there. 
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Find a head voice or a half voice. 

The lip shapes look similar between [u] and [o], the tongue position must change. 

With your hands on your ribs, blow out all of your air, breathe into your hands. 

Put your hands here (hands to face), say [i] [o], what moves? The tongue. 

Keep it close to the [i], placed forward with a constant air stream. 

The proper resonance will fix the intonation problems. 

This is where the work happens (pointing to the abdomen/diaphragm). 

The action isn't here (pointing to throat). 

Narrow through the passaggio, less breath mixture. 

Round your lips. 

Put [i] through an [u] vowel. 

Drop your jaw, open your mouths. 

Drop your mouth for ah but sing aw, shape for ah, but sing the other. 

Control the sound through the decrescendo. 

Support that sound. 

You can get the full lifted sound if you open the back of your throat. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL AND INFORMED CONSENT 

 

 

 

 

 

Office of the Vice President For Research 

Human Subjects Committee 

Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742 

(850) 644-8673 · FAX (850) 644-4392   

 

APPROVAL MEMORANDUM   

 

Date: 5/11/2009  

 

To: Sandra Babb  

Dept.: MUSIC SCHOOL 

 

From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair   

Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research  

 

Rehearsal Techniques Used to Build Choral Tone by Four Expert Collegiate Choral Conductors 

Across Settings   

 

The application that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in the 

proposal referenced above have been reviewed by the Secretary, the Chair, and two members of 

the Human Subjects Committee. Your project is determined to be Expedited per 45 CFR § 

46.110(7) and has been approved by an expedited review process.   

 

The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to 

weigh the risk to the human participants and the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk 

and benefit. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals, which may be 

required.   

 

If you submitted a proposed consent form with your application, the approved stamped consent 

form is attached to this approval notice.  Only the stamped version of the consent form may be 

used in recruiting research subjects. 

 

If the project has not been completed by 5/10/2010 you must request a renewal of approval for 

continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to your 

expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to timely request 

renewal of your approval from the Committee.   
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You are advised that any change in protocol for this project must be reviewed and approved by 

the Committee prior to implementation of the proposed change in the protocol.  A protocol 

change/amendment form is required to be submitted for approval by the Committee.  In addition, 

federal regulations require that the Principal Investigator promptly report, in writing any 

unanticipated problems or adverse events involving risks to research subjects or others.   

 

By copy of this memorandum, the Chair of your department and/or your major professor is 

reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving 

human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as needed to insure that 

the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution and with DHHS regulations.   

 

This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The 

Assurance Number is IRB00000446.  

 

Cc: Judy Bowers, Advisor HSC No. 2009.2330  
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APPENDIX C 

 

RAW DATA 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Video Clip Verbal  

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

A1.1 116 16 15 

A1.2 147 63 6 

A1.3 78 154 21 

A1.4 80.2 93.6 18 

A1.5 1.6 42.9 0 

A1.6 13.8 27 8.7 

A1.7 18.3 36.2 20.3 

A1.8 3.3 50.9 3.2 

A1.9 1.9 46.2 0 

A1.10 26.2 0 7.6 

A1.11 33.6 116.4 8.9 

A1.12 20.3 145.2 6 

A1.13 42.9 158.9 8.6 

A1.14 10.8 40.6 8.6 

A1.15 18.5 38.2 13.1 

A1.16 9 113.7 1.9 

A1.16 4.6 45.3 2 

A1.18 0 66.1 1.7 

A1.19 17.6 36.1 24.6 

A1.20 0 0 0 

A1.21 3.6 11.6 0 

A1.22 0 30.2 0 

A2.1 8.5 209.7 0 

A2.2 16.5 151 0 

A2.3 0 146.2 0 

A2.4 0 93.7 0 

A2.5 4.5 70.5 0 

A2.6 9.8 151.4 0 

A2.7 41.6 142.7 0 

A2.8 4.1 124.9 0 

A2.9 7.9 141.1 1.2 

A2.10 0 75.8 1.1 

A2.11 0 132.8 1 

A2.12 2.7 82.7 0 

A2.13 0.9 143 0 

A2.14 0 120.3 0 

A2.15 50.9 156.3 0 

A2.16 33.8 188.5 5.2 

A2.17 21.3 69.8 0 

A2.18 9.8 86.8 0 

A2.19 23.7 172 1.9 

A2.22 7.6 156.3 0 
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Video Clip Verbal 

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

A3.1 55.2 0 0 

A3.2 145.5 23.4 0 

A3.3 168.2 38.4 0 

A3.4 78.7 47.1 70.3 

A3.5 93.8 49.9 52.7 

A3.6 83 83.5 15.1 

A3.7 32.7 28.4 8.2 

A3.8 35.1 1.4 31.7 

A3.9 21.9 40.8 47.6 

A3.10 24.3 0 0 

A3.11 124.2 44.2 9.9 

A3.12 48.1 54.3 24.4 

A3.13 174.9 54.3 25.6 

A3.14 77.7 77.3 19.2 

A3.15 31.2 50.3 17.8 

A3.16 46.1 58.4 33 

A3.17 54.8 50.9 32.9 

A3.18 23 4.3 24.5 

A3.19 41.4 49 7.2 

A3.20 12.9 11.5 17.1 

A3.21 3.2 16.6 38.1 

A3.22 64.5 37.1 23 

B1.1 27.1 0 29.1 

B1.2 51.2 4 51.7 

B1.3 52.8 134.6 63.1 

B1.4 76.6 60 49.1 

B1.5 25.6 57.1 5.1 

B1.6 24.5 41.5 44.1 

B1.7 17 21.5 29.8 

B1.8 14.7 29.3 59.8 

B1.9 6.4 25.5 24 

B1.10 10.1 6.2 21.7 

B1.11 26.6 51.3 37.1 

B1.12 36.6 53.3 0 

B1.13 27.2 174 18.1 

B1.14 35.1 145.1 16.6 

B1.15 5.2 0 7.2 

B1.16 66.4 38.6 106.7 

B1.17 1.7 16 22.2 

B1.18 13.8 100.5 23.9 

B1.19 0 139.1 0 

B1.20 15.4 47.5 6.1 

B1.21 9.8 198.7 29.8 

B1.22 9.9 150.7 30 

B2.1 1.2 0 4.8 

B2.2 13.2 54.8 28.2 

B2.3 31.6 127.6 53.7 

B2.4 95.2 108.6 14.7 

B2.5 6.2 104.7 18.4 

B2.6 40.4 96.3 50.3 
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Video Clip Verbal 

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

B2.7 14.3 170.1 36.4 

B2.8 38.6 180.5 29.6 

B2.9 49.6 103.6 32.2 

B2.10 74.1 70.3 17.4 

B2.11 46.4 87.1 14.7 

B2.12 38.2 44.7 0 

B2.13 13.2 125.7 23.3 

B2.14 29.7 104.3 56.1 

B2.15 0 120.4 3.9 

B2.16 4.9 45.6 11.8 

B2.17 37.5 150.2 1.9 

B2.18 32.2 83 12.2 

B2.19 10.4 132.1 46.9 

B2.20 17.8 65.7 14.4 

B2.21 38.3 59.9 29.5 

B2.22 16.3 84.6 0 

B3.1 29.3 233.9 36.4 

B3.2 13.7 127.8 47.7 

B3.3 15.7 89.1 38.5 

B3.4 42.3 167.2 59.1 

B3.5 4.9 231.1 17.6 

B3.6 17.4 128.4 49.9 

B3.7 86.2 58.9 31.8 

B3.8 0.9 63.2 45.5 

B3.9 42.7 124.7 39.3 

B3.10 14.3 27.6 7.2 

B3.11 21.1 78 34.4 

B3.12 4.3 47.5 36.2 

B3.13 17.1 143.3 49.6 

B3.14 66.3 120.1 36.1 

B3.15 28.2 54 13.4 

B3.16 9.4 38.6 28.7 

B3.17 51.7 142.2 49.1 

B3.18 21.6 204.3 36.2 

B3.19 6.8 129.7 17.3 

B3.20 4.2 84.1 0 

C1.1 0 0 0 

C1.2 0 0 0 

C1.3 1.4 69.9 7.2 

C1.4 19.9 31.2 12.8 

C1.5 35.1 8.1 7.4 

C1.6 22.8 87.9 28.8 

C1.7 9.6 68.3 23 

C1.8 17.1 11.7 15.1 

C1.9 0 0 0 

C1.10 0 8.2 0 

C1.11 198 56 37.1 

C1.12 103.4 74.7 39.1 

C1.13 161.6 51.5 75.1 

C1.14 41.3 25.9 10.3 
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Video Clip Verbal 

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

C1.15 5.4 25.2 13.4 

C1.16 14.8 21.4 3.3 

C1.17 0 0 0 

C1.18 32.5 21.6 27 

C1.19 11.3 26.2 17.5 

C1.20 1.9 13.8 5 

C1.1 0 0 0 

C1.2 0 0 0 

C1.3 1.4 69.9 7.2 

C1.4 19.9 31.2 12.8 

C1.5 35.1 8.1 7.4 

C1.6 22.8 87.9 28.8 

C1.7 9.6 68.3 23 

C1.8 17.1 11.7 15.1 

C1.9 0 0 0 

C1.10 0 8.2 0 

C1.11 198 56 37.1 

C1.12 103.4 74.7 39.1 

C1.13 161.6 51.5 75.1 

C1.14 41.3 25.9 10.3 

C1.15 5.4 25.2 13.4 

C1.16 14.8 21.4 3.3 

C1.17 0 0 0 

C1.18 32.5 21.6 27 

C1.19 11.3 26.2 17.5 

C1.20 1.9 13.8 5 

C1.21 2.3 17.6 17.8 

C1.22 1.6 36.5 9 

C1.23 29.5 10.3 2.9 

C1.24 14 17.2 18.2 

C2.1 93.8 46.8 19.7 

C2.2 53.2 66.9 29.8 

C2.3 21.9 16.8 30.3 

C2.4 67.3 42.1 38.6 

C2.5 34.9 2.9 5.2 

C2.6 34 27.5 27.2 

C2.7 13.7 12.2 14.5 

C2.8 8.6 72.3 4.9 

C2.9 1.4 102.2 0 

C2.10 147.2 53.1 24.6 

C2.11 54.6 106.9 19.5 

C2.12 20.5 102.4 7.6 

C2.15 7.8 20.2 2.2 

C2.16 14.2 1.8 11.8 

C2.17 29.5 14.3 14.7 

C2.18 0 23 0 

C2.19 25.5 0 12.2 

C2.20 0 0 0 

C2.21 11 0 0 

C2.22 40.9 0 10.5 
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Video Clip Verbal 

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

C2.23 0 0 0 

C2.24 29.6 0 4.8 

C3.1 33.5 84.6 33 

C3.2 0 13.6 0 

C3.3 5.6 16.3 15.7 

C3.4 15.1 10.9 9.1 

C3.5 3.7 16.3 5.9 

C3.6 6.1 0 5.7 

C3.7 3.7 38.1 5.1 

C3.8 58.6 53.1 77.7 

C3.9 0 29.2 2.2 

C3.10 0 45 0 

C3.11 9.8 181.1 3.1 

C3.12 93.4 109.7 54.6 

C3.13 46.6 97.3 15.9 

C3.14 38.9 100.7 13.1 

C3.15 32.4 161.8 15.1 

C3.16 0 8.2 3.5 

C3.17 35 37.9 13.1 

C3.18 12.4 31.9 17.1 

C3.19 11.5 7.8 13.9 

C3.20 12.8 21.5 14.9 

C3.21 26.9 52.5 20.8 

C3.22 3.5 107.9 3.1 

D1.1 35.4 4.7 46.5 

D1.2 79.3 34.8 27 

D1.3 86 85.9 13.9 

D1.4 1.6 4.2 0 

D1.5 5.7 0 0 

D1.6 0 0 0 

D1.7 2.3 0 0 

D1.8 9.3 0 0 

D1.9 5.5 0 0 

D1.10 88.1 122.7 44.5 

D1.11 23.9 59.3 40.2 

D1.12 45.3 28.4 35.5 

D1.13 52.7 122.3 40.6 

D1.14 57 57 15.4 

D1.15 87 49.1 34.4 

D1.16 40 31.1 54.8 

D1.17 58.4 88.8 42.2 

D1.18 54.9 137.2 31.7 

D1.19 61.3 65.1 43.6 

D1.20 103.7 44.4 48.2 

D2.1 26.2 16.2 23.7 

D2.2 14.1 153.5 0 

D2.3 43.2 63.4 0 

D2.4 20.7 92.8 2.6 

D2.5 5.7 13.6 8.2 

D2.6 3.2 12.3 7.3 
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Video Clip Verbal 

(in seconds) 

Nonverbal 

(in seconds) 

Vocal Model 

(in seconds) 

D2.7 0.9 12.1 0 

D2.8 3.8 39 0 

D2.9 17.2 39.7 1.8 

D2.10 56 0 0 

D2.11 10.2 15.5 11.9 

D2.12 17.9 27.3 3.7 

D2.13 2.1 0 13.8 

D2.14 14.2 12.9 0 

D2.15 42.4 84.6 27.1 

D2.16 18.5 14.1 41.8 

D2.17 4.6 3.4 8.9 

D2.18 27.6 36.2 13.1 

D2.19 16.8 12.6 4.3 

D2.20 17.9 47.8 9.4 

D3.1 28.1 46.4 7.7 

D3.2 115.5 102.5 36.2 

D3.3 117.6 85.9 15.2 

D3.4 97.4 138.1 12.8 

D3.5 38.9 45.9 5.1 

D3.6 0 54 0 

D3.7 28.1 12.5 9 

D3.8 27.8 54.7 5.4 

D3.9 0 38.2 0 

D3.10 3.7 29.3 2.2 

D3.11 5.4 45.6 2.3 

D3.12 11 14.9 6.8 

D3.13 1.5 57.1 2.1 

D3.14 0 0 0 

D3.15 4.4 26.8 5.1 

D3.16 9.8 43.2 6.8 

D3.17 10.4 12.6 3.6 

D3.18 0 34.3 0 

D3.19 120.8 87.9 14.3 

D3.20 6.6 15.6 1.8 
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